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GORDON R. CLAPP, chair­
man of the Tennessee Valley 
Authority and member of the 
Class of 1927. will net L.L.D.
ELIZABETH WILSON '90, 
misiionary to India, teacher 
and Deacon of the Methodist 
ahurch ,will receive a L.L.D.
LEWIS ADDISON YOUTZ,
professor of chemistry emeritus 
of Lawrence college, will re­
ceive a Sc. D. degree Sunday.
FRANCES D. BETHURUM,
from 1927-40 a Professor of 
English at Lawrence college 
and now at Connecticut col­
lege, will receive a Litt. D.
VICTOR L. BUTTERFEILD,
formerly of the Lawrence fac­
ulty and now president of Wes­
leyan university, will receive a 
L.L.D.
ROWLAND i.  WILLIAMS
WALTER HAVIHURST
LUCILLE MEUSEL
Lawrence’s Largest Class W ill 
Graduate in 97th Commencement
HARRY STEENBOCK
Clapp Will 
Speak to '47 
Graduates
The largest graduating class in 
the history of Lawrence college 
will receive their degrees in Law- 
rence’s 97th commencement on Sun­
day, June 8, at three p.m. 161 stu­
dents are candidates for bachelor's 
degrees in arts and sciences or mas­
ter's degrees in education and mu­
sic. It is expected that several de­
grees from the Institute of Paper 
chemistry will be added to this 
group. Gordon R. Clapp, of the 
class of 1927, will deliver the com­
mencement address following which 
five honorary degrees and those in 
course will be awarded. Special 
! music for the coming program has 
been arranged.
Baccalaureate 
Baccalaureate services will begin 
at 10:30 a.m. in Memorial chapel, 
and the principal speaker will be 
The Reverend Frederic C. Law­
rence, a grandson of the college’s 
founder. Reverend Lawrence, who 
is rector of St. Paul’s church. 
Brookline, Mass., is the brother of 
Bishop William Appleton Lawrence. 
Both are sons of the first Bishop 
William Lawrence, who wa* Riven 
an LL.D at the time of the college'# 
30th anniversary in 1897.
The Lawrence College choir will 
furnish its traditional baccal mreate 
music, including the well loved 
“God Be In My Head,” which has 
been their cdtitribution to baccal au­
reate services for the past thirty 
years.
Clapp Is Alumnus
Gordon Clapp, who will be the 
first Lawrentian to speak at a coin- j 
mencement held at his Alma Mater 
for many years, has recently re- I 
ceived national prominence bv be- ! 
ing named by President Truman to 
the chairmanship of the TV A. to 
succeed David E Lilienthal, when 
the latter moved on to the chair­
manship of the Atomic Energy 
Commission,
Following the graduation ac­
tivities. President and Mrs. Nathan 
M. Pusev will be hosts to all grad­
uates, relatives, alumni and friei ids, 
at the president’s house on campus.
ROWLAND J. WILLIAMS,
president of the Chicago and 
Northwestern railway system, 
will be presented with a L.L D. 
Friday afternoon.
WALTER HAVIGHURST,
professor of English at Miami 
university, will receive a Litt. 
D. degree tomorrow afternoon.
LUCILLE MEUSEL '24, so
prano with the San Carlos and 
Chicago opera companies, will 
be given a Mus. D degree
HARRY STEENBOCK, pro­
fessor of biochemistry at the 
University of Wisconsin, will 
receive a Sc. D degree
DONALD J. COW LING, who
will receive a L H .D., is pic­
tured elsewhere.
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CORNERSTONE TO BE LAID JUNE 7 —  The proposed Memorial student union which will 
be built behind M ain hall will be theoretically started Saturday when the cornerstone is laid at 
11:15 Actual building probably cannot be started for a year or two because of conditions in 
the building industry. To April 29, 1947, $80,122 99 had been collected toward the $150,000  
goal.
Ball Will Climax 
Saturday's Plans
The Centennial Ball, to be hold <f 
the Alexander gymnasium at 9.00 
P.M., will climax the plans for Sat­
urday. The ball is to be held f'»r 
the friends, alumni, students and 
associates of Lawrence college. 
Richard Bergmann, social chair­
man of the student body, is ar­
ranging decorations and has secured 
the Howie Emerson orchestra for 
the dance, which will be semi- 
formal, suits for men and dieses 
and heels for the women.
One o’clock hours have been 
secured for the women.
E X T R A
This special centennial issue 
of the “Lawrentian'' cover«» I i.» 
years, beginning in 1H.V) and 
ending with 1972. 1 hoe l‘J5 
years of Lawrence history are 
presented authentically in six 
sample issues approximate!) i5 
years apart. With few exception 
all of the stories and ads used 
in each Issue are exact repro­
ductions of stories and ads in the 
past “Lawrentians” which thcv 
represent. Ihe copy for the 1 H.">U 
'( ollegian" Is taken from vari­
ous sources including the 
Laurence college catalogue and 
'Collegians” from later in the 
3<>s. The l!*7i "Daily” represents 
our idea ot the Lawrence '!.*> 
years hcnce. We dedicate this 
rrntennial hisue of the “Lawren* 
tlan" to Lawrence college alum­
ni.
ßillboa>iä
Thursday, June S
Mixed sports events, Alexander 
Gym
Picnic, Alexander Gym 
Street Dunce, Library 
All-col!<•:’<* sing. Library 
Friday, .tune 8
Alumni Registration, Main II »11 
Centennial exhibit, Mam hall
3 P .M —Centennial convocation, 
chapel
6 10 P. M.-Centennial banquet, 
Alexander Gym 
Saturday, June 7
8:30—A.M. Phi Beta Kappa re­
union breakfast
10 A M. — Memorial service, 
chapel
11:15 A.M.—Laying of Memorial 
union cornerstone, Observatory 
12:30 P.M.—Alumni picnic 
4:30 P.M.—Fraternity and sor­
ority reunion parties 
6.30 P.M.—Class reunions 
9 00 P.M - Centennial Ball 
Sunday, June K
10:30 A M — Baccylamente 
3:00 P.M.—97th Commencement
4 30 P.M.—President’s reception
Glockzin Resigns Position 
On Conservatory Faculty
The resignation of Albert A 
Glockzin, associate professor of 
public school music at the Law- 
rence Conservatory, wa made 
known last week by president Na­
than M. Pusey. Mr. Glockzin will 
retire from his 33 year career in 
school music t j  remain in Appleton,
Campus Clubs 
Plan Exhibits 
In Main Hall
Centennial exhibits have been set 
up in Main hall for the Centennial 
week-end. The entire first floor will 
be denied of classroom equipment 
to provide lounges and registra­
tion space, and throughout tin- day 
historical exhibits will be displayed. 
In addition to the material gathered 
by the exhibit committee of three 
faculty member^ each fraternity, 
sorority and club on campus will 
sponsor a display of the earlier days 
ot their organizations.
Headquartering the celebration in 
historic Main ball w ill give all 
alumni a chance to see the interior 
remodeling which wa.« done in 1MI2. 
Painting and repairs have continued 
since that time, and now the work 
i practically completed up through 
the third tloor. An exhibit oi work 
done in visual arts c o m  e . occupies 
the second floor.
where ho will continue Ins directing 
of I lie MacDowell and Chaminadc 
choruses
The Lawrence professor has made 
his home in A|>p: 'mi since 19.*3, 
when he joined t'.e conservatory 
faculty and bccai e the vacal mu­
sic supervisor in the Appleton high 
schools. In 1915 ho resigned his 
U’Ork in the public school-; and has 
taught only at the conservatory,
Centennial Lawrentian Covers 
125 Years of Campus Activity
Cowling Will 
Give Talk at 
Convocation
A centennial convocation will be 
held in the chapel on Friday, June 
t  at three p m. Lawrentians and 
alumni will hear an addrawi bjr 
I)r. Donald J. Cowling, president 
emeriti» of Carlton college.
Honorary degree» will be present­
ed by Lawrence College to five 
men. Ph'* college will grant to Vic­
tor Lloyd Butterfield. president of 
Wesleyan university, a Doctor of 
I .aw» decree <LL. D.), to Donald 
John Cowling, president emeritus 
of Carleton college, a Doctor of 
Humanities degree (L.H.D.); to 
Willis Havighurst. professor of Eng- 
lish, Miami university, a Doctor of 
Letter degree (Litt. D.); to Harry 
St(’(MU>ock, professor of Biochemis­
try. University of Wisconsin, a 
Doctor of Sciences degree (Sc D.); 
and to Roland L. W'illiam, presi- 
ct* nt of Chicago and Northwestern 
Pailwav system, a Doctor of I^aws 
degree (IX . D ).
Th ■ Lawrence College choir, nn- 
der the direction of Dean Carl Wa- 
terman, will sing "Holy Radiant 
Light” by Grechnnioff, “CruHfixus” 
by Lott I and “Oh. Praise Ye God" 
by Tsehaikowski.
In addition to an enviable aca­
demic career, Dr. Cowling has serv­
ed as president of the Association 
of American colleges and of the 
American Council on Education. He 
is at present vice president of 
Americans United for World Gov­
ernment. New York
Hold Service 
For War Dead
At 10:30 •  in.. Saturday, a me­
morial service honoring 47 Lawren- 
tians who gave their lives In World 
War II, will be held In Memorial 
chapel. After a brief service of 
commemoration, Dean Carl J. WTa- 
terman will lead the Tjiwrence col­
lege choir in a performance of 
Fa lire's “Requiem Mass” Special 
commemorative programs contain­
ing biographical sketches of the 
forty-six men and one Lawrence 
woman who died in service during 
the last war will be available at 
the service.
FOUR NATIONALLY KNOWN SPEAKERS will highlight 
Lawrence college's 100th birthday celebration this weekend. 
Shown in insert before Memorial chapel, where the Centennial 
activities will be centered, are (upper left), Dr. Henry M  Wris- 
ton, president of Brown university and former head of Law­
rence; (upper right), Dr Nathan M. Pusey, current president of 
Lawrence, and (left to right, lower) Dr. Donald J. Cowling, re­
tired president of Carleton college; Gordon R. Clapp, chairman 
of the TVA  and a Lawrence graduate with the class of 1927; 
and the Reverend Frederic C Lawrence, Brooklyn, Mass., 
grandson of the college's founder, Amos Lawrence.
Students Make 
Plans for Today
Thursday, June 5. opening day of 
Centennial activities has been turn­
ed over entirely to the students. 
Plans for the day are being made 
by the “L” club under the presi­
dency of Kenneth Hahn son. and the 
Women's Recreation association 
(formerly the W. A. A > headed by 
Elsie Pederson.
The "L” club and W R A will or­
ganize the picnic and mixed sports 
events in the afternoon at Alexan­
der gymnasium. The evening will be 
occupied with a street dance in 
front of fife library, fMlowed by an 
All-COllege ting an the library step!.
Spring Sports Letters Given; 
Thinlies Awarded Gold Shoes
Letters and numerals were a-1 ---- ----- - —- ............—
warded to track, tennis and golf Dale Rank, Bob Weber, and Jack 
men at a banquet at the Riverview Pinkerton
country club last work. Lawrence;. | Don strutz Dlck n ,cker Gus 
Midwest ¿tampions in track re- R ldti,rd Bm ^  , d L
eelved «old track shoos at the ban- awarded letter» in golf, 
quct. Athletic director A. C. D e n - ___________________________*
Look, Mommy, No Hands
BY WILLIAM MUNCHOW
I’m a master of nothing and no one,
I no longer say dose, dem and dese,
If you com« down to cases,
I've learned social graces
That come with the Bachelor Degrees.
It’s a matter of paying the feet.
I've had four years of high pressure learning,
Some work and a great deal more play;
After all this endeavor 
I’m confused more than ever,
But I have the degree anywayi 
That wonderful, magic B. A.
I ’m ready for all competition,
I think hence I am a Descartes;
I'm leaving the cloister,
The world is my oyster,
They can’t stop a Bachelor of Art,
A singular Bachelor of Art.
The Tip Off
.BY DAVE BROOKER.
Lawrence college finished a highly successful year of athletic activity 
at Beloit on May 24 when the Viking golf and tennis teams annexed sec­
ond place in the state meet. The hosts annexed the crown in both sport* 
although th Vike golfers finished a notch above the Beloit squad in thd 
Midwest meet on the previous Saturday.
On the whole, the 1946-47 school year proved to be highly success­
ful from a Viking athletic standpoint. Bernie Heselton’s football 
squad, winners of the Midwest conference crown in the last year of 
competition (1942) got off to a hangup start by taking six straight 
league names to cop the crown for the second successive time, and 
the third time in six years that Heselton has been at the helm. The 
1946 \ike grid squad dropped only one contest, the season’s opener 
to Carroll by a 13-12 margin. A 19-19 tie with DePauw followed 
before Lawrence walked through Carleton, Knox, Grlnnell, Coe, 
Ripon and Beloit. Highlight of the season was the resounding 34-15 
win over Ripon in the homecoming game, played before a record crowd of 5,000 people.
The third major varsity 
»port«, track, completed the 
sports picture for 1947 just a 
few weeks ago when Art Den­
ney's cindermen again raptured 
the Midwest conference title at 
Carleton. Team balance was 
the order of the day, with the 
entire point total, good enough 
to win the league crown. being 
compiled without the aid of a 
single first place. The track 
squad was undefeated in dual 
competition, downing Ripon,
Beloit and Carroll by impres« 
slve margins. Boasting great 
strength in the dashes, sprints, 
and shot put, the squad had 
many freshmen and sophomores 
on its roster, and Coach Denney 
is looking forward to another 
great year in 1948.
Baseball Team to 
Play Ripon Today
An All-Star fraternity softball 
team from Ripon will tangle with 
a similar aggregation from Law­
rence at Whiting Field this after­
noon in the second engagement be­
tween the two outfits this year. The 
game will start at 2:30.
Jlcuuàentian
Published every Friday during the 
college year except vacaUoni by thé 
“Lawrentian’* Board of Control of Law­
rence college, Appleton, Wisconsin.
Edltor-ln-chle#..................Maurice Brow«
Business manager Ken Davit
Sports editors........... ...........Dave Brooket
Typists....................................... Joan Hansea*
Lois SeggeUQji
ney was the principal speaker of
the evening.
Men receiving track letters are 
Robert Whitelaw, Don Hubei's. Bill 
Gillham, George VanderWeyden, 
Dick Flom, Thornton Txiwe, Dick 
Prailing. Peter Schmidt, Paul Els- 
berry, William Lawson, Bob Breb- 
ncr, Tom Clift, Tom Edgerton, A1 
Soto. Bjorn Endrcson, and Jack 
Foster.
Track numerals were awarded to 
Ralph Vt ct. Frank Sanders. Don 
Rumpf. Karl Berry. Don Koskinen, 
Claude R.idke. Henry Campbell.
! Ray Jones, Reed Forbush and Leon­
ard Colvin.
Bill Bowman and Burkhart Wolf 
, were given managers letters.
Thqse receiving tennis awards 
were Don ZiebeU, Hank Dupont,
Henry M. Wriston will speak at 
the centennial banquet which will 
be held tomorrow night at 6:30 
P. M. in the Alexander Gymnasium. 
Special decorations will convert the 
gymnasium proper into a banquet 
lu ll About eight hundred people 
are expected to attend the dinner, 
which will be served by a Milwau­
kee caterer.
j The Lawrence college choir is 
scheduled to sing light music at the 
banquet, and during the program 
representatives from other schools 
will be introduced. President Carey 
Croneif of deloit college Vvill efc-
tend the greetings of the colleges 
of the Midwest conference. Presi­
dent Clark Kuebler of Ripon will 
bring greetings from the Wisconsin 
colleges. President Victor S But­
terfield of Wesleyan university will
I loll of the connections between that 
! institution and Lawrence.
The speaker, Henry Merritt Wris- 
ton, President of Brown university, 
who is remembered by all Lawren­
tian* as their president from 1925 
to 1937. is distinguished among na­
tional educators. Dr, Wriston has 
been f>reiidenl of the North Cen-
, tral association of colleges and 
ondary schools, president of the 
Association of American college* 
and, recently, chairman of the Car­
negie Foundation for the Advance­
ment of Teaching.
In 1939 he was a delegate to thQ 
International studies conference at 
Bergen, Norway, and has been a di­
rector of the Diplomatic Affair* 
Foundation, the American Council 
on Education, the National War 
Fund, and the Carnegie Endowment 
for International Peace. Dr. Wri*- 
ton will be present for the entire 
celebration.
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The final issue of the 1047 “Lawrentian” is 
made up of six two-page section«, eaoh repre­
senting Lawrence college at 26 year periods in 
history. The materials used in these issues are 
authentic reproductions of articles in past Law- 
rentians with two exceptions. The 1850 “Col­
legian” stores are taken from the Lawrence col­
lege catalogue of that year and the 1972 “Daily" 
stories are taken from the vivid imaginations of 
the 1947 staff of that paper.
This centennial issue should be interesting 
from several angles. In the first place, it af­
fords an interesting comparison of journalistic 
style changes in 125 years with a typical college 
weekly. Although it was impossible to make 
each individual issue correspond to its historical 
counterpart in size, typography and number of 
columns, we have tried to give our readers the 
spirit of the make-up and journalistic writing 
style of the respective periods.
Secondly, this iRsue is an interesting picture 
of Lawrence and the world in which Lawrence 
has grown up. The oontrasts and comparisons 
of social and intellectual change are interesting 
ones. Our aim is to show Lawrence college and 
Lawrentians in their activities through the years
Lawrenoe has been in existence. For each peri­
od covered we are trying to give an accurate 
and well-rounded picture of the social, athletic, 
intellectual and extra-curricular life of the stu­
dent.
But, like Lawrence college, our emphasis 
has not been merely on the past. We include 
the present and, more important, perhaps, the 
future, in our centennial issue. Although our 
picture of 1972 may not turn out to be entirely 
accurate, our thoughts are on that year now 
—at Lawrence’s 100th birthday party. The 
badly-needed student union which Lawrentians 
past and present are combining forces to build 
will long since have been finished. The planned 
art center which is perhaps even more badly 
needed will have been built. Lawrence’s 100- 
year devotion to the liberal arts will still be 
alive 25 and even 50 years from now. Most im ­
portant, the intangible Lawrence spirit will still 
be here, stronger than ever. This centennial 
celebration will unite even closer strong alum­
ni group and a spirited student body. Together 
they can build for a Lawrence college of the 
future which will be even better equipped to 
help train citizens for America and the world.
ICaramu? (tfnUpmatt
■ S B #  A A A mm m m a  — ^Lawrence University, Appleton, Wisconsin, June, 1850
IF I HAD KNOWN
If  I had known, oh, loyal heart. 
When, hand to hand, we said 
farewell,
How' for all tune our paths would
part,
What shadow o’er our friendship 
fell.
I should have clasped your hands 
so close
In the warm pressure of my own, 
That memory still would keep its
grasp—
U I had known.
It I had known, when far and wide 
We loitered through the summer 
land,
What Presence wandered by our
side,
And o’er you stretched its awful 
hand,
I  should have hushed my careless
speech
To listen, dear, to every tone 
That from your lips fell low and 
sweet—
If I had known.
II I had known, when your kind
eyes
Met mine in parting, true and 
sad—
lyes gravely tender, gently wise, 
And earnest, rather, more than 
glad—
How soon the lids would lie above, 
As cold and white as sculptured
stone,
I  should have treasured every 
glance—
If I had known.
It I had known how. from the strife, 
Of fears, hopes, passions, here be­
low,
Unto a purer, higher life 
That you were called, oh! friend, 
to go,
I  should have stayed my foolish
tears,
And hushed each idle sigh and 
moan,
To bid you last a long godspeed— 
If I hod known.
M I had known to what strange 
place.
What mystic, distant, silent shore. 
You calmly turned your steadfast 
face.
What time your footsteps left my 
door,
I should have forged a golden link 
To bind the hearts so constant 
grown,
And kept it constant ever there—
If I had know'll.
It I had known that until Death 
Shall w’ith his finger touch my 
brow,
And still the quickening of the
breath
That stirs with life’s full mean* 
ing now,
So long my feet must tread the way 
Of our accustomed paths alone.
I should have prized your presence 
more—
If Í had known.
If I had known how' soon for you 
Drew near the ending of the fight. 
And on your vision, fair and new, 
Eternal j>eace dawned into sight,
I should have begged, as love’s last 
gift.
That you, before Cods great 
white thorne,
Would pray for your poor friend 
on earth—
If I had known.
THE LAWRENCE COLLEGIAN
This paper is published monthly 
by the students of Lawrence Uni­
versity. Our columns will be filled 
by the productions of the students 
and alumni of the College. The ob­
ject of the COLLEGIAN is. like 
other papers of its class, to unite 
with the theoretical education of 
the student, the practical method of 
thinking out and of treating prac­
tical subjects. Support is solicited 
from the friends of the University 
and of education in general. Our 
terms are $1.00 per annum in ad­
vance. Single copy 15 cents.
Rates of advertising:
Business cards per annum $4.00 
One square single insertion 1.00 
For one year 6.00
One column single insertion 6.00 
For one year 35.00
One half column, one year 18.00 
One-fourth column, one year 10.00
Address all communications to 
the LAWRENCE COLLEGIAN. 
Drawer 22. Appleton, Wisconsin.
STAFF OF THE COLLEGIAN 
Dave Brooker Editor-in-Chiet 
Dick Sears Associate Editor
HIEMS EXSTINCTA, VER NA- 
T l’M.—Old Boreas no longer sw’ings 
the shutters "on creaking hinges” 
nor blinds our eyes with blinding 
snow. The balmy breath of Notus 
has dissolved his rigors and droven 
him back to the ice lakes and ponds 
of the North. As we write, the 
trhtes llyades are weeping showers 
upon our window. The swollen 
River Fox rushes down its rocky 
falls and as the sunny days come 
on, in swelling cadence its deep 
roar will chant the base notes of a 
general jubilee. The days of sap 
and maple sugar are at hand. Sugar 
parties and sail-boats! Walks on the 
pier by moonlight! Ah, yes, and 
demerit marks, too!
BY-LAWS
PRAYER MEETINGS—The stu­
dents’ general prayer meetings have 
been kept up most of the term with 
constantly increasing interest. The 
attendance is much greater than at 
first and many unused to seeking 
the comfort of prayer have become 
quite interested. Indeed, even if at­
tendance were not compulsory, the 
announcements of worship would 
be greeted with full-share attend­
ance. The religious tone of the Col­
lege is greatly improved.
Terms and 
Vacations
“PROF.” H. L. VANCLEVE — A 
bottle-headed, smoothe-tongued sy­
cophant, bearing the above title, 
presented himself in our Institution 
a few weeks since as ‘ Prof.’' of 
Rapid Calculations. He plodded 
through devotional (?) services on 
one occasion and soon organized a 
goodly class. His skill was more 
particularly evinced in “rapid sub­
traction" as his first step was to 
draw th? dollars from the pockettes 
of his class into his own, then an 
overcoa from the possession of one 
of our citizens. with which he im­
mediately departed hence. We ad­
vise the students of the college or 
school he next visits to ride him out 
of town on.a "backwards mule”, or 
if they do not wish him to depart 
with a good mule, to ride him upon 
a shai p edged rail with a comfort­
able cushion of pitch and quilLs.
The First Quarter of the Summer 
Term will commence on Friday, the 
19th of July, 1850.
The Second Quarter of the Sum­
mer Term will commence on Fri­
day. the 4th day of October, 1850.
The First Quarter of the Winter 
Term will commence on Friday, 
the 4th day of January. 1851.
The Second Quarter of the W in­
ter Term will commence on Friday, 
the 22nd day of March, 1851.
The Winter Vacation is two 
weeks, beginning at the close of 
the summer term.
The Summer Vacation is six 
weeks, beginning at the close of 
the winter term.
Expenses 
Board in the institution, includ­
ing room rent, lodging, use of fur­
niture. and washing, will be $1.50 
per week. In private families, from 
$1.75 to $2 00.
Each student will be charged 
twenty-five cents per quarter for 
contingencies.
The Stew-ard will furnish wood 
prepared for use. at cost. Students 
will furnish their own lights. 
Tuition Per Quarter of Eleven 
Weeks
Primary English Branches $3.00 
Advanced English Branches 400 
Languages, Mathematics. Nat­
ural. Mental and Moral Sci­
ences 500 
Extra
Music, with use of Piano, 
per quarter 8 00
Di awing and Painting, per 
quarter 3 00
Tuition must in all cases be set­
tled quarterly in advance, before 
the students commence their reci-
CONTÍNUED ON PAGE 4
I. Students shall rise in the morn* 
ing at the ring of the first bell.
II. During study hours no stu­
dent shall be unnecessarily absent 
from his room, or leave the In ­
stitution premises, or visit the room 
of a fellow student, without per­
mission from some one of the of­
ficers. „
III. On being notified, by the bell 
or otherwise, to attend prayers, 
recitations, or other exercises, the 
students shall repair, without delay 
to the place appointed.
IV. At no time and in no case 
shall clamorous noise, athletic ex­
ercises, and smoking tobacco in the 
Seminary buildings, the use of gun­
powder or fire arms on the Sem­
inary premises, be •  allowed; nor 
shall the use of profane or obscene 
language, intoxicating drinks, play­
ing at games of chance , or in­
dulgence in indecorous conduct, be 
allowed in the Seminary buildings 
or elsewhere.
V. Every student shall keep his 
room in as good condition as he 
found it when he located therein, 
and all injuries done to it, during 
the time he occupies it, shall be 
charged to him in the Steward’s 
bill. In no case may dirt, ashes, 
water, or other material be throw'll 
from the Seminary windows. The 
officers may have access at all times 
to the rooms of the students.
VI. A strict ob.servance of the 
Sabbath will be required of all the 
students. On no account may they 
go abroad into the fields, frequent 
the village, or collect at each oth­
er’s rooms without permission from 
the proper officers. Sobriety and 
silence must be observed through­
out the Sabbath. Attendance at 
church in the morning and in the 
afternoon, at such place as they, 
their parents, or their guardians 
may prefer, is required of all the 
students. Such as desire to spend 
the Sabbath with their friends, 
away from the Institution, must no­
tify some one of the officers of such 
desire, and gain their consent be­
fore leaving.
VII. Cleanliness and neatness of 
person and decency of apparel must 
be observed. Students will be ex­
pected to thoroughly cleanse their 
rooms as often as once in two 
weeks.
VIII. No student shall at any time 
interfere, meddle with the stew­
ard's department, except when per­
mitted, and perfect propriety must 
be observed by every student in 
the dining room.
IX. No student may attend mixed 
assemblages or parties, of any 
kind, without permission; nor may 
any gentleman and lady ride or 
walk out together, without express 
permission.
X. No lady shall receive calls 
from gentlemen at their rooms in 
the Seminary or elsewhere. Visits, 
if received at all must be received 
at the parlors or other appropriate 
rooms or places assigned at the 
boarding places of the ladies, and 
there not during study hours, nor at 
unseasonable hours.
X I No male student is permitted 
to visit or enter that part of the 
building assigned exclusively to 
the females, excepl those in the im­
mediate employ of the Steward.
X II If any male student have a 
relative in the female department, 
whom he wishes to see, he will be 
permitted to go to the Stewards 
room, request her to be sent for, 
and there converge with her. Broth­
ers can also walk out with their sis­
ters by permission from some one 
of th? Faculty, but with no others.
X III Female. students shall be 
under the same restriction as the 
males with regard to the above 
regulations. In case of confinement 
by sickness, how’ever, permission is 
given to visit each other at their 
rooms.
XIV. If any student intentional­
ly violates the above regulation , 
for the first offense he shall be 
punished at the discretion of the 
Faculty, for the second be dismissed 
from the Institution.
XV. Any temporary, prudential 
regulation the Faculty may see fit 
to adopt for the government of the 
school, shall be equally binding 
with any of the by-laws.
Hemp was first used in Massachu­
setts in 1648, to hang women, and 
was cultivated quite extensively in 
1701 to hang men.
A QUESTION
The following letter received by 
one of the GENTLEMEN students 
will speak for itself:
Chicago, January, 1850 
DEAR SIR:—Yours is receiv­
ed. Our terms for writing ora­
tions are one dollar per minute, 
provided no oration is less than 
seven and one half minutes, nor 
more than ten; for each minute 
over ten. fifty cents. For other 
productions, essays, forensic dis­
sertions, and the like, a dis­
count of twenty per cent, on the 
price of orations is made. The 
above terms are on the supposi­
tion that you choose your own 
subject. When we choose the 
subject, w-e make a discount of 
ten per cent. Remit with order, 
or on receipt of MSS, as suits 
your convenience.
Respectfully,
C. H. Monroe. 
Needless to say, the GENTLE­
MAN involved was severely repri­
manded for maintaining correspon­
dence with such disreputable "busi­
ness men” as this C. H. Monroe 
most obviously is. Principal Kel­
logg and President Durkee are in­
vestigating the circumstances fur­
ther, as it is feared that other stu­
dents at the Institute may have 
made advantage of this disturbing 
communication, or others similar to 
it.
TO THE GENTLEMEN AND 
LADIES OF THE UNIVERSITY. 
FOR OUR ADVERTISERS—We do 
not believe that we advocate par­
tiality or unfairness when wre say, 
“do your trading with those who 
advertise in our columns.” On the 
contrary, notwithstanding the fact, 
it is indeed simple justice. When 
you find a business man who has 
such an ardent and overpowering 
love for money that he will not in­
vest a dollar in advertising, de­
pend upon it. HE WILL FLEECE 
YOU IF HE CAN!!!
The Hamilton Literary Monthly
relates the following: A number of 
young ladies visited the laboratory 
of Prof. Butler Darling, during his 
"extra” chemist days. They were 
evidently tinted with rouge. The 
Prof. was making some sulphuret­
ted hyrogen gas. He knew that 
bromine was one of the ingredients 
of rouge, and the H. S. would turn 
it black. Accordingly, he accidently 
(?) let quite a quantity of gas into 
the room. Soon there was a com­
motion. One lady discovered that 
the other’s face was black—the dis­
covery became mutual. The result 
need not be described. Moral: 
Ladies who paint should steer clear 
of laboratories.
SAD—Our political Editors have 
decided to cut down some on the 
amount of their teaching, as they 
fear their extensive influence is 
w-orking a too-rapid revolution in 
Public Sentiment.
The January number of the 
Ladies' Companion has a well writ­
ten article of the evils of College 
secret societies. The author closes 
his argument with the statement 
that, “their efforts are decidedly 
evil on class feeling, on habits of 
study, and on moral and religious 
sentiment and practice.” The Febru­
ary number of the same excellent 
monthly contains a reply, while it 
attempts no philosophical investi­
gation of the workings of such so­
cieties, meets the conclusions of the 
forerunner by stating the experi­
ences of the correspondent. Now the 
comparative merits of secret and 
open societies in our College is an 
o|>en question. It seems to be the 
common general view that prosper­
ous secret societies necessitate life­
less open societies. Which should be 
supported? But few Western Col­
leges have chapters of these secret 
societies as yet. but they are be­
ginning to “think about It." As the 
best method of conducting societies 
is. aside from our daily intellectual 
pursuits, a matter of paramount im­
portance, we think the College or­
gans throughout the country should 
thoroughly canvass the question. 
We would be glad if our Eastern 
exchanges would devote a portion 
of their space to this issue, as they 
can speak understanding^ of secret 
societies. We would also read with 
interest in any of our exchanges 
from the East or West, a full state­
ment of the modus operand! in the 
societies of their respective Col­
leges. We promise such an article in 
a future number of the Collegian. 
May we hear from you soon?
A respectable Library is now con­
nected with the Institution, to 
which students have access by pay­
ing twenty-five cents per term. Sev­
eral hundred new volumes of new 
and valuable standard works have 
recently been added, and further 
accessions will, from time to time, 
be made as the age and w'ants of 
the Institution may demand.
A reading room, containing many 
of the valuable and |x>pular per­
iodicals of the day, is also attached 
to the Library, and w-ithout addi­
tional charge.
MISTAKE.—A committoe of ten 
GENTLEMEN students, petitioners 
to have the Bell rung at half-past 
five, sharp, appointed by the Piys. 
to rouse the bell ringers, while 
engaged the other morning in per­
forming their duties, produced such 
exquisitte MUSIC upon their tin 
pails, pans, boxes, and steam-pipes, 
that one of our most WORTllY 
Prof’s mistooke the demonstration 
for a serenade, and promptly 
asknowledged the compliment by 
presenting himself in the Hall, clad 
in nocturnal habiliments, and de­
livered a few POINTED REMARK- 
ES. which WF. REFRAIN FROM 
PUBLISHING, by request of the 
committee.
PONYING
Ponying in the classes is certain-1 
ly a very poor and unfair means of I 
getting through college. It would 
not be so bad—it might even be 
beneficial—were it not almost sure 
to lead the student into the lazy 
habit of depending entirely upon 
it in getting out his translations. It 
nevertheless, has one good quality, 
since it leaves him to rely upon his 
memory in the class-room. But 
there is another habit of ponying, 
w'hich has no mixture of benefit or 
fairness, and is only practiced by 
those students who have the bare­
faced effrontery to disregard the 
opinions of students provided they 
escape detection by the keen eyed 
professors. We mean those who 
never fail to lake their books to the 
class-room, and are always sure to 
occupy the back seats, if they can 
be possibly obtained. The most 
moderate of them study just long 
enough to be able to take an occa­
sional peep into their books when­
ever a favorable opportunity of­
fers. But there are those who do 
not stop there They pay just 
enough attention to keep posted 
up, a safe distance ahead, so they 
can have the matter fresh in their 
minds. They often succeed to make 
brilliant recitations, when the fact
is, they know little or nothing 
about it.
We have known miscieauts to on- 
cape even the Doctor’s piercing eye, 
and bring their books into the 
class-room in violation of the strict­
est orders. By this thievish method 
they succeed in getting first grad# 
at the end of the term; when if they 
had been graded by what they renl- 
ly knew, they would have failed 
entirely. This is a flagrant injustice 
to the honest students of the class, 
who disdain to stoop so low while 
at the same time it is destruction to 
the minds and morals of those who 
practice it. It behooves the teacher 
to look well to this matter; for it is 
practiced to a greater extent than 
most are aware.
They can see many faces beam­
ing with honesty to meet their 
glances, while at the same time the 
miscreants who wear them have 
three or four fingers inserted with 
in the leaves of their book, ready 
to look when they deem it neces­
sary. We would uggest the plan of 
reseating the classes at the begin­
ning of the term. This would bring 
those who love obscurity and 
backwardness to the light, and do 
away in a great measure with 
this habit of rrlbbing and ponying.
Lawrence University After Its First Year
Terms and 
Vacations
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liitions. Those entitled to tuition on 
scholarships, and wishing it there­
on, must send their certificates, and 
have the endorsement made in ad­
vance, or pay the cash the same as 
others. Tuition refunded in case of 
sickness. Students should, if possi­
ble, commence with the quarter, 
•nd continue to its close. Tuition 
will in no case, except that of sick­
ness. be charged for less than half
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a quarter. Books and stationery 
will be furnished at tht institution, 
at reasonable prices for cash.
Disciplin«
The government of the school will 
aim to secure the happiness of the 
students, and to induce such habits
as become them as students, ladies, 
and gentlemen, among which are 
application, regularity, morality 
and politeness.
This Instiution commenced on the 
12th November last, under very 
favorable auspices.
Merit and Demerit Roll
Each teacher will keep a register 
of the merit of the students in their 
recitations, marking each from one 
to four according to its character. 
Demerits will be marked as follows:
Unexcused absence from recita­
tion 1.
Unexcused absence from prayers
L
Unexcused absence from public 
worship on the Subbath, each half
day 1.
Unexcused absence from room in 
study hours 1. *
Deficiency in recitations 1.
Tardiness to recitation or pray­
ers J.
Any student receiving ten demer­
its during one quarter will be priv­
ately reproved; twenty, publicly re­
proved after which such other dis­
cipline as may be thought for the 
good of the school. At the close of 
each quarter a public report of the 
merit and demerit of each student 
will be made and placed upon the
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THE MERCHANTS OF 
APPLETON
LAWRENCE 
UNIVERSITY
Appleton, Wisconsin
Rev. W ILL IA M  H. SAMPSON, Principal:
Teacher of Mental Philosophy, Moral Science and Belles-Lettres.
Mr. ROMULUS O. KELLOGG, A. B.,
Teacher of Ancient Languages
Mr. JAMES M. PHINNEY,
Teacher of Mathematics and Natural Sciences
Miss EMELINE M. CROOKER, Preceptress
Teacher of Music, Drawing and Painting
Miss L. AM ELIA DAYTON,
Assistant teacher of Modem Languages
CALENDAR FOR 1850
The first quarter of the summer term commences on the 19th day of 
July, 1850. 
[The second quarter of the summer term commences on the 4th day of 
October, 1850.
ADVANTAGES
Lawrence University is located in the thriving village of Appleton, and is easily 
accessible from any part of Wisconsin. The University building is ideally located 
on the bank of the Fox River, and in addition, the Institution possesses on« of th« 
finest libraries in the area, available for a small fee to students.
> /
record, and a gopy gWei, »whan re­
quested, to parents or guardians.
The Institution is located on the 
northern bank of the Fox River, 
seven miles from the foot of Lake 
Winnebago, at Appleton, a village 
perhaps unsurpassed for health or 
beauty of natural scenery by any in 
Wisconsin.
Although in a newly-settled por­
tion of the State, it is quite acces­
sible, and students from any quar­
ter can reach it with little difficul­
ty or delay.
During the season of navigation, 
steamboats ply daily from Fond du 
Lac to Appleton, with only nine 
miles of land carriage. Daily com­
munication is sustained with Green 
Bay.
From Childhood to Old Age 
Behold, fond man!
See here thy pictured life;—pass 
some few years,
Thy flowering spring, thy sum­
mer's ardent strength,
Thy sober autumn fading into 
age,
And Pale concluding winter 
comes at last.
And shuts the scene.
Tonsor to the College!
WILLIAM 
FELCH
Has opened a new and well 
equipped Barber Shop, oppo­
site David Smith's bank, up­
stairs, and respectfully asks 
the patronage of the stu­
dents.
CLEAN TOWELS, 
SHARP RAZORS
And a clever Barber, ore the 
inducements offered. Coll 
and get shaved.
FINANCIAL—Every Issue of Un  
COLLEGIAN costs about forty dol­
lars. Will our subscribers pleas« 
note this fact and supply our want« 
immediately.
Why is modesty in women like 
colour on the cheeks? It is very 
becoming if not PUT ON.
Harvard College was founded ia 
163«, and Yale in 1701.
Verse and metre are wings, and 
not fetters, to the true poet.
iM. F. Page, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician 
and Surgeon
I Office at his residence on 
Lawrence street, Appleton. 
Prompt attention given to 
jprofessional business in city 
jand county.
BIRGE and 
WOODARD
Successors to W. D. White and Co.
LIVERY, SALE & 
BOARDING STABLE
They keep the v«ry best 
rigs, and students will find it 
to their advantage to call.
G. H. RICHMOND
Dealer in
Magazines, Literory Popers, Fancy Goods, Etc., Etc. 
Two doors west of Levake Hous«
APPLETON, W ISC O N SIN
The Union Hair 
Dressing Room
is just the plac« for Ladies and Gents to get hair cut, 
dressed and shampooed in the very best style. W ork  
done up with neatness and dispatch. 
Just the place for students.
By oil means give
CLEGGETTCall
P- $• —  All kinds of Lodies Hair Done to Order. 
129 College Avenue, Appleton
J. J. Witkins & Co.'s
FARINA COLOGNE, SUPERB
Is for Strength, Richness, Delicacy and Fineess of Odour, 
Unequaled.
Pure Wines and Liquors for Medicinal Us«. 
Particular Care is taken to secure the Purity 
of ALL our Drugs and Preparations. Prices 
ore made as Low os GOOD Goods can be sold.
•  •  •
Cur agent arrives at your Institute eorly every month.
J. J. Witkins & Co.
» * I \
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A Letter
Dear Collegian—Five- years have rapidly rolled 
•way since I left the kind and ever useful counsels 
oi Lawrence University. I left because I was tired 
of her instructions and the weary routine of college 
life and its many duties, feeling satisfied that my 
education was sufficient to carry me across the ever 
changing sea of life, and with these convictions, and 
•  full assurance of success, set sail for a destined 
port somewhere in the dim future, not caring what 
kind, so that it would, when reached, afford me all 
the pleasures of society and of the world, that it was 
natural for one of my nature to wish for. This was my 
4,air castle.” I have sailed upon this sea but a few years 
comparatively, but few as they have been, they are 
aufficient to cause me to realize the true meaning of 
these words, “The wise can suffer, the foolish must.”
And so, dear student, let me tell you not to hurry 
into the slow realities of life. I can but regret that I 
did not follow those golden opportunities that flit­
ted before me. and, when the neighborhood school 
bell rings, telling the hour of study, I start as if 
ready to answer its call. Then I catch the glimpse 
of some school-boy, as he reluctantly goes toward the 
seat of learning and I feel anxious to tell him of 
my experiences. So I say, “While you are getting, 
get a plenty.”
Yours respectfully, 
Chippewa Falls J. M. Carr
Lawrentia
Old Lawrence has a family of 200 this year.
Why don't we have a college choir?
There is not a classical student among the Juniors.
O, temporal O, mores!
Students will look over our list of advisors and 
patronize no others. Mercantile principle, you tickle 
ine and I'll tickle you.
The seniors as a class do not smoke.
No boating.
Clubbing has become the most popular and profit­
able way for students to board. Why don't the ladies 
try it?
Boys, don’t disturb anyone's apples, if they can 
be had for the asking.
Why is the library door again locked except on Sat­
urdays?
Prayer meetings on Tuesdays are attended with 
large interest.
It is with great pleasure that we call the attention of 
atudents to the large new adve rtisement of C. J. 
Pettibone. His store is a general depot for everything 
good and beautiful in the line of dry goods, gents’ 
furnishing, etc. Modest young ladies aspiring to pur­
chase will find an obliging lady clerk to wait on them.
The Sophomore class has gone and chosen the fol­
lowing officers: Pres., J. N. Nelson; Vice Pres., Miss 
M. M. Clark: Secretary, C. G. Orr; Treasurer, E. H. 
Alpin; Orator, E. H. RiddU»; Marshal, Miss N. F. 
Hunt; Pianist, W. E Weed. The rest of the class is 
going to organize a sociable to comfort one another.
New students, subscribe for the Collegian. It is 
expected of you. ’Twill give you tone. You should 
identity yourselves with the interests of the school 
and in no way can you do so to better advantage 
both to yourself and to the University than by giving 
the paper your support.
To the Men
Young men who wish to leave school to help with 
the spring planting are requested to let the admin­
istration know their intentions at least five days 
ahead. No student should plan to be home more than 
four days.
It has been called to our attention that the YOUNG 
MEN S DEBATING SOCIETY will meet this month 
to elect its annual winners. The society has done 
aomo good work in the past fostering temperance 
apeakers in the community. At the last meeting John 
Simmons read an interesting paper concerning 
Henry Ward Beecher’s recent series of pamphlets on 
Christianity. It is to be expected that many of the 
orations w ill deal with this subject. Students will be 
pleased to note that Emery Montgomery, last year’s 
Winner in oratory, has decided not to compete this 
jrear but will concentrate in declamations henceforth.
Young men should remember that they are college 
Btudents and should refrain from the undignified dis­
play of rowdiness that has been seen of late on the 
Streets of this fair city. Boisterous singing and slap­
ping of backs as one walks along is not proper and is 
to be discouraged. All men have eleven o'clock houis 
but these w ill have to be discontinued if such actions 
do not cease.
It is to be remembered that men should under no 
gtndition t;ike the ltd ia  I It  lea
The practice of organizing secret societies and 
clubs for social intercourse and academic discussion 
is very fine except that wo frown upon the practice of 
being secretive. We understand such societies are 
in vogue at many eastern colleges but this does not 
aeem to be in the tradition of Lawrence
Howard Peterson is currently popularizing the sport 
of baseball and claims he wishes to start a Lawrence
nine. . ,
Soon the men will be called upon to help renovate 
the first floor halls for next year. An adequate 
supply of paint has been procured and students will 
be excused from classes to help It >3 hoped the 
painm S can be done over the weekend so that
The Bible
I ’ve a book, a rich possession, 
Valued far beyond expression, 
Pages all aglow with beauty 
Pointing to a path of duty, 
Reaching forth a precious treasure 
Pardoning mercy without measure. 
’Tis my Bible, book devine,
Boon companion, friend of mine.
Now We Can All be Richl
America Is headed for an era of unheralded prosperity and progress. 
For those pessimists who claim that a depression is due—perhaps next 
year—we can have only contempt, branding them as near traitors.
Look at the facts. The war between the States has now been over 
seven years, seven years of reconstruction of plantations and cotton mar­
kets. Now all our foreign markets are once again opened to trade from 
both sections of the country and once again, too. the north and south 
are maintaining normal intercourse in trade relations. New England 
can make finished goods of what the rest of the country produces.
President Grant is leading us to new glories—on the battlefield of 
prosperity. The west is opening more each year. Now, if ever, is the 
time for making money and gaining success.
The young man of today, especially if he has a college education, can 
become a captain of finance or industry. We are beginning to see the 
advantages of consolidating some types of production, but, I venture 
to predict, large industries monopolized by one owner will never be­
come popular in America as ours is a tradition of competition and ex­
pansion for the individual. AND THERE IS ENOUGH FOR ALL! High 
tariffs should be kept so that we can encourage our home industries and 
buy here. We are growing; recently we have acquired several Pacific 
islands. (However, this writer feels that this country should not be buy­
ing far away places whose names cannot be remembered and which 
will never be of good to the country).
A ll signs point to no depression, now or ever, but to continued growth 
and wealth for America. The young men seeking careers should not be 
discouraged by this idle talk but should plan to take their places in the 
enlightened world of free trade.
Down W ith Darwin!
The college library recently received six copies of Darwin's “Origin 
of the Species.’’ This book, which has aroused a storm of controversy on 
the continent and among intellectual circles of this country, especially 
in the east, has been purchased for the enlightenment of Lawrence stu­
dents. I decry this lack of good judgment on the part of the administra­
tion.
Mr. Darwin advances the theory that men are an outgrowth of the 
same family as are monkeys. Nothing could be more preposterous. The 
Bible tells us definitely that our forbears were Adam and Eve, a sup­
position no true Christian should ever doubt. To read Darwin’s book 
broaches heresy. Man is the highest of all God's creations, unlike the 
monkey in every respect.
If a student considers himself a good Christian he should refuse to 
have any traffic with such a piece of literature. “The Origin of the 
Species" is a dangerous book that should be burned, rather thi.n put on 
the same library shelves that house such masterpieces as “The Bible.” 
“Pilgrim's Progress,'' “Paradise Lost’’ and the classics in Greek and 
Latin.
More Sociables are Needed
We have had occasion to say something about sociables heretofore, 
but have never wholly eased our mind on the subject. It seems too bad 
that students should leave the sociable part of their nature uncared for. 
There is a time for all things. Who wants to be a boor? Nature has a 
penalty for every sin and for a sinner against good cheer she declares 
that he shalt be a boor. His manners are boorish; his looks are boorish; 
hi«, very clothes are boorish. So we must have more sociables.
It may be laid down as a first proposition not to be denied that fresh­
men are green. (We use the scientific method.)
2. One sociable, especially if the freshman uoes through the discipline 
oi asking a girl and being polite and kind to her, as freshmen will be 
sometimes, takes considerable green off.
Therefore (1.) freshmen should have sociables and. (2 > they should 
have four sociables a term (as there is a great deal of green to come 
off.)
Again, (1.) freshmen need the wine of good cheer to keep them from 
bcrng boors.
(2.) Sociables furnish this rosy nectar.
A few suggestions will not be amiss. Hold your sociables on Saturday 
evenings, as is being done for upperclassmen occasionally now; and 
don’t break the Sabbath. Do not preface an inv itation to a sociable by 
asking if the lady has company. It is impolite and selfish; you only want 
to insure yourself against a qualified ‘no’; and this not infrequently at 
the expense of putting the lady to considerable embarrassment.
N ew  Additions to the Library
“The Song Echo” is the title of Perkins’ new musical collection. The 
book contains a good variety of choice music, selected from numerous 
authors. Who can listen to the plaintive words, accompanied by the 
impressive music of "Driven From Home” and no “Out in This Cruel 
World” and not shudder at its coldness, and still resist the impulse to do 
something to make it more comfortable for “A Child of Mis-Fortune 
Driven From Home." Another by the same author, knowing so well that 
when one is in the world there always comes the plea, "Write Me A 
Letter From Home.” There is a beautiful cantata, “The Crown of Re­
ward” and many others.
We advice everyone to send for New Census and Patent Laws as the 
Library has only one copy. We are endebted to Munn and Co for this 
neat little bound volume of 128 pages. It contains the complete census 
of 1870, showing population by counties, states, cities and territories, 
new patent laws in full, how to sell patents arid other pertinent informa­
tion. Also a large variety of valuable information related to water 
wheels, steam engines and other mechanism with 173 diagrams of 
mechanical movement, etc.
students, especially the ladie.s will not be bothered 
by the odor on attending classes.
The administration is encouragin.. th ir.cn to sign 
up for more ot the classical study next term It has 
been found that many of our young men are evidenc­
ing signs of preferring the business course, a field of 
study originally designed for the ladies.
Picnicing has been neglected this spring. With the 
lovely days before us, what could be better than a 
group of men, a faculty helper, good food, good reud- 
ing and discussion, and the out-of-doors?
To the Ladies
Modest refinement is the aim of all proper young 
ladies, so it seems almost superfluous to mention the 
following rules again. The ladies are not permitted to 
stroll the avenue on a Sunday afternoon, biking down 
the river is not permitted in the companionship of any 
man; after all, no proper miss would venture out into 
the world without proper chaperonage.
Certain questions of conduct have recently been 
broached and the ladies will be glad to know that the/ 
have been solved through inquiry. A young lady 
should not sit on the steps with her dance part« 
ner since the general opinion is that this is ex« 
tremely fast. Similarly, it is considered fast to attend 
a skating rink without the protection of a male re» 
lative although one or two of the misses did so thia 
winter. Crossing the road to speak to a gentleman ia 
frowned upon. It is poor taste to invite one's brother’a 
school fellow to tea. Wearing a hat instead of a bonnet 
to church is in bad taste. Young ladies should under 
no circumstances indulge in the singing of comic 
songs; they can always find appropriate ballade 
breathing of lofty moral purpose such as “Lips That 
Touch Liquor Shall Never Touch Mine.”
Mrs. Yocum recently complained of the young gen« 
tlemen expectorating in public. Says she, “It is a nasty, 
vile, filthy, nauseating habit, at times making walk­
ing impossible to women as they cannot keep their 
skirts entirely free from the sidewalks.” The ladiec 
should speak, as subtly as possible, to the men con« 
cerning this.
We are pleased with the newly inovated system of 
Saturday evening dances at the new campus gym. 
Chaperones have been secured to accompany couplec 
to and from the dancing and 9:45 permissions arc 
granted to all.
One of our honored professors was heard to remark 
that when it is necessary for a girl of nineteen to pay 
visits to her dentist, she should be accompanied by her 
mother or a married friend on the faculty.
Newest of the spring fashions show skirts swishing 
around U> the back and this season there is au addition 
of flounces, bows and tucks cascading down the back. 
The crinoline skirt is gradually diminishing in vogue. 
A mark of distinction is the high heel, producing a 
peculiar tilting forwardness of the body which iM 
known as the “Grecian bend.”
Do you want to be a bathing beauty? Newly design­
ed are bathing gowns such as The one displayed in 
Pettibone’s, of blue serge composed of seven yards 
of twilled flannel with high neck and long sleevea, 
guaranteed to adjust to any size.
We note that ladies of refinement should con­
stantly be shocked at one thing or another, and if you 
are not, to pretend to be so. It is coy and cute.
Etiquette: At a matinee there would be no Im­
propriety in expressing gentle applause, but a loud 
clapping of the hands would be decidedly vulgar.
Gentle exercise is becoming increasingly popular aa 
a means to health. These warm spring days the ladies 
are engaging in croquet on the lawn, women Hie tak­
ing long walks along the river, and several of the 
more bold in spirit have taken to bicycling.
Ladies, is it necessary to burn your gas light study 
lamps past nine o’clock? You have run up a sizeable 
gas bill, and to pay this amount it will be necessary 
in the future to check all rooms at nine to see that 
the occupants are in bed.-
Remember that your mission in life is to charm and 
be pleasing.
Is America Being Lost
From my window I see the great world around us, 
the forests of this valley which will yield trees for 
years to come, the increased river traffic, the prom­
ise of telephones which are sup|*>sed to be able to bo 
installed anywhere, the college beneath my window. 
Here we read of the masters and from them, delving 
into the lore of the past and present, awakened and 
intrigued. Here it is that we become intelligent citi­
zens.
But what of the many, the eastern factory workers, 
the mid-western lumber jacks, the others, who can 
never benefit from the understanding that is ours? 
Surely it is true, perhaps, that some men are born to 
rule and others to follow, yet we have an obliga­
tion to these |>eople. We must become teachers and 
preachers to educate them.
What I next say may be heresy and I hesitate to 
make these comments but conscience dictates. What is 
to prevent us from helping them in other ways. 
Should we increase our dole? If the reader is aghast 
at such a suggestion, may I remind him that he is also 
aghast at the idea that this government take any 
steps to make a dole unnecessary? He thinks that the 
government should let the eastern and railroads 
speculations continue, that we should continue a 
completely ignoble policy of “let-alone." Even the edi­
tor of this publication feels thus. To me this i wrong. 
We must plan to help the poor escape the penal­
ties of the dole.
And I think we must teach them to spend their 
money intelligently. That is why the recent tem­
perance lectures, warning the peoples of the evils 
of drink, are so beneficial.
It is the challenge of all students to study these 
problems and work to solve them. Without salva­
tion America will be lost within the next twenty 
years.
Lawrence College Seventy-five Years Ago
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Married
Monday morning, Dec. 24, at the residence oi the bride’s parents, by 
Rev. S. F. Gale, Miss A. J. Smith, of Appleton, and Mr. Jacob Sims of 
Minneapolis, Minn. We never thought Jake would do i t  
Nov. 29th, by the Rev. Mr. Brothers at Brodhead, Mr. Frank W. Cooly 
to Miss Susan J. Rugg. The lateness of this notice Is due to the fact that 
we were uncertain as to the truth of the report. Frank was very ] 
terious about it.
Briefs
Alice F. Conkey is at home in Appleton.
L. J. Nash remains another year as principal of the Manitowoc schools 
at the wooing tune of $1,500.
J. L. Thwing, surrounded by editors, is working for the higher inter­
ests on the Milwaukee Sentinel.
J. Faville is at his home, still enjoying the rural delights of Horton- 
ville.
Julia L. Cakman remains in LaCrosse considering.
Thomas Peters, graduate of ’70, is now in the insane asylum near here.
Jo Anne Watson, whose home was among those burned at Peshtigo
st year, is remaining out of school this year and working in Peshtigo. 
Her family has rebuilt their house.
Jacob Sims has gone and done it. See marriage notice.
K. W. Cook is no longer preaching. We believe he has become a rail­
road conductor.
S. Shawran recently passed through Chicago on the way to Det 
Moines. Iowa. He wrote one of the boys requesting him to meet him al 
the depot, supposing he knew where the depot was. He went unmet. 
Leo Hammel was recently in town looking quite “mustachey”.
ton, also of Madison, is likewise blessed.
By means of an annual report we find that Mr. Curtis Ralph Esta- 
brook, of '66 is chief-of-staff of officers at the Charity, Fever, Epileptic, 
Paralytic. Penitentiary, Almshouse, Workhouse and Maternity Hospi­
tals for Incurables, situated on Blackwell’s Island, New York. This is a 
large institution under the supervision of the State Board of Charities. 
We infer that Mr. Estabrook enjoys the confidence of the states author­
ities, and that he is gaining a reputation of no mean character as man­
ager.
Clara Smith has been obliged to leave school. Her parents wrote that 
they were lonely and needed her company.
Justin M. Copeland. '57, is one of the big farmers of Kansas. May he 
have abundant success in his occupation. What our country needs is 
more educated, intelligent farmers.
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Expenses
The following items embrace «11 the necessary expenses of a student 
except Books:
Tuition per term $5.00 to 7.00
Hoorn rent in college building 4.50 to 7.00
Heating by steam 4.00 to 6.00
Board $2 to $2 50 per week — 13 weeks §4.00 to 33.00
Washing and Lights 3 00 to 8.00
A »tudent should Vot look over a lesson Immediately before trying to 
recite i t  True or false? Students, generally, say by their actions that 
this is false. Pass into the low hall a little before bell time and you 
will see, perhaps, a half dozen walking, book in hand, trying to learn a 
little that should have been learned before. Go to the reading roonj 
and you will see a few more. We might follow all these into their 
respective class rooms but we forbear. We might draw a few conclu- 
sions, however. We say, prepare each lesson sometime before recitation,
Study Habits
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LOCALS
What do you think of the stand taken by the Ad­
ministration on the Behring Sea question?
Th« Lawrentian had intended to publish a list of 
the books which the students are expected to read 
in connection with their class work, but it appears 
that if we publish any, we must confine ourselves to 
the list of those that are not to be read.
Lawrence is progressing, she has abolished exam­
inations. A relief to students as well as teachers. 
There will be a very noticeable decrease in the sale 
of paper in Appleton.
The attendance at Lawrence is nearly as large as 
last year. The enrollment is somewhat over one hun­
dred and fifty.
How do we know that the Hall girls are getting 
rash? Because the measles is spreading there.
Under the present conditions it is preferable to 
retain your chapel seat until excused.
Miss B. (who has been cramming for chemistry ex­
amination) to a friend—“Have you used your atomic 
weights lately?” Friend looks at Miss B. in  astonish­
ment and makes no reply.
Physics class:
Prof.—“Sand and saw-dust are sometimes placed in 
walls to deaden the sound.”
Mr. J.—"I think that would be a good thing for the 
callers at Ormsby Hall."
Prof.—“There is nothing like speaking from experi­
ence.”
She is a girl who never sews,
She never reads nor thinks;
Her time in its entirety goes 
To playing Tiddledewinks.
Emma K. Giffin, who taught in Appleton last year, 
has resigned her position and is now a student in the 
Cook County Normal school, Englewood. She writes:— 
“I thought I was busy when at Lawrence, but 1 see 
now I was not, it was a mere myth!”
Oh College maid 
So bold in bookery 
Why thus afraid 
Of common cookery
GOOD NEWS
All the friends of Lawrence will rejoice with 
her over the late gift of Hon. John Hicks to the 
cabinet of our college. Mr. Hicks is U. S. Minis­
ter to Peru, and formerly attended Lawrence. With 
much labor and cost he has succeeded in obtaining a 
choice collection of Peruvian antiquities from 500 to 
1000 years old. It consists of fifty-nine pieces and is 
the largest ever presented to the college by one man.
The withered hand and arm of a mummy is the 
first to draw our attention. It Ls the left hand and 
was found holding a bunch of cotton and a spindle 
wound with thread. It is supposed that the woman 
was buried when in the act of spinning.
There are also drinking cups in the form of human 
heads; curious vases in the form of frogs, squashes, 
one of a cat, another of a monkey; silver spoons with 
pointed handles used as shawl pins; copper rings, or­
naments, images, spoons and pincers for extermin­
ating the beard; a whistling jar; pieces of money; 
spindle for knitting, and ornaments; some thread, cloth 
used as mantels and some found in graves; a serving 
box and an ancient strap; bottles for quicklime and 
a sack for cocoa leaves.
It will be to the profit of all to examine these speci­
mens, whose age, history, and strangeness, make them 
of great interest.
THE WOODEN SPOON
As all old students of Lawrence know, there is a 
wooden spoon which descends from year to year 
to the homliest member of the incoming senior class. 
The transfer is made at the class day exercises; but 
as the class of '92 had no such day the decision, 
though made at that time, has but just come of­
ficially into our possession. It is as follows:
“Know all men by these presents: That I, F. 
Boyd Wells, of Seattle. King Co., Washington, being 
in good health of body and sound and disposing state 
of mind and memory, have by these presents ordain­
ed, made and constituted Herbert C. Sanford to be the 
homliest member of the class of 1893. And in accord­
ance with said decision, I do hereby appoint said 
Herbert C. Sanford, to hold in trust for the college 
year of 1892 and 1893, the wooden spoon, known 
as the “Junior Spoon," and further do hereby charge 
said Herbert C. Sanford that during the week in 
1893 known as Commencement Week of Lawrence 
University, he shall, to the best of his true judg­
ment, select the homeliest member in the class of 
1894, and present him or her with said wooden spoon 
to be held by said member of the class of 1894, in trust 
as herein stated.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand 
and seaL this 20th day of June, 1892.
Witnessed by 
S T. Walker F. BOYD WELLS.
D. H. Walker
LADIES TENNIS
The young ladies’ tennis club, spoken of in the 
last issue of the Lawrentian. is now an assured 
success. The club organized with a membership of 
twenty and in a few days the court will be ready 
for games. The clubs recently organized are to be 
congratulated upon their fine clay courts. We are 
anticipating much pleasure in watching the out­
come of the various match games to be played this 
season. Let the boys look to their laurels, for 
the girls are starting in with perseverance and en­
thusiasm.
AT EVENING
The sun had kissed the western wave 
And bade the world good night,
While in the sky, the little cloud 
Hung blushing at the sight.
A little wave came laughing in 
From out on the rolling sea,
It paused a moment on the sands 
And kissed them merrily.
The evening breezes gently played 
About the boulders bare.
And kissed their loneliness away,
And lingered fondly there.
A youth and maiden walked the while,
I tell no wondrous deed,
When twilight shadows kissed the shore, 
He followed nature s lead.
EDITORIAL
Pretty girls at Lawrence! 9
This remark has been made quite often this term. Perhaps you have 
heard it, perhaps have made the same observation yourself. Well, we 
acknowledge it: there are pretty girls at Lawrence. There always have 
been; and there always will be just as long as the bright girls of America 
realize that the world is asking of them intellectual development rather 
than personal beauty. Time is merciless to beauty, but kind to culture.
* • *
But besides being pretty—for which they are not wtylly to blame— 
they are here for a purpose, and this is, education and a higher life. 
Nor think that these objects are being obtained without a struggle, a 
struggle which perhaps may abide through all the weeks of every term. 
Some are here who do their own housework and that of a few others, 
and carry full work in the college besides. Some are here who have 
grown weary of the fatuity and hollowness of fashionable life, with all 
its flattery, finery and folly; a life that has proved, in too many cases, 
to be a miasma to conscience and to all noble endeavor. Others are here 
who have given up good situations for the sake of making themselves of 
still greater worth to the world, by obtaining that higher education which 
a college affords. These girls, aspiring to live better and loftier lives, 
have grasped that great truth that the hope of the world lies in the 
Intelligence and virtue of woman.
• • *
Now is the time for the friends of Lawrence to do all they can to give 
the college a grand uplift. Perhaps at no time in its history was there a 
deeper conviction of the importance of Lawrence University as an edu­
cational center in the State of Wisconsin, and certainly the prospect was 
never better for a prosperous and enlarging career in the future. It is 
deserving of a large endowment, an increase of facilities, a wider 
patronage and the most earnest support of all friends of education. The 
trustees have thought it wise to embark upon two important enterprises. 
The new observatory, proposed by Prof. Underwood, and to which the 
people of Appleton have subscribed over $5,000, has received the hearty 
endorsement of the joint board of Trustees and visitors.
The proposition to raise $300,000 for two new buildings, a Science Hall 
and a Library Hall, and additional endowment was also regarded with 
favor. It would seem as though this ought not to be too much to ask of 
the friends of Lawrence University and Christian Education. One who 
has the means can erect a building or endow a professorship and add 
his name to it. This will be a living force, representing him and work­
ing for him, long after he has ceased to be known among men. It is a 
privilege to any one to be able to identify himself in this manner with 
the highest interests of future greatness.
In the meanwhile, we need a reserve fund to meet deficiencies for the 
next three years It is proposed to secure this by asking for three hun­
dred subscriptions of $10 each for three years. One person may take a 
number of shares, but it is necessary that the entire amount be raised 
as soon as possible.
Let the friends of Lawrence rally to help in this grand work!
♦ •  e
As a copy of this month’s Lawrentian will be pul into the hands of 
every new student, we deem it not out of place, even on the charge of 
being tedious, to explain to the new students the position of the Law­
rentian among the students. It is essentially j  students’ journal. It is 
published by the four literary societies, the Athena, Lawrean, Phila- 
lathean and Phoenix, and its staff is selected from those members of 
these societies that are students in the college. It depends for its exis­
tence largely on subscriptions, and as its mission is to represent the 
cause of the student it looks to him largely for support. It rec<Jfds all 
exhibitions given by classes or societies, all changes of any interest, all 
available news regarding students and alumni and all events to which 
a student loves to refer long after college days are passed, and when the 
chapel bell makes but a pleasant tinkle in the far away recesses of his 
memory. The subscription price is as low as it is wise to make it. The 
association does not care to make any money and it never did—make 
any. Give your subscriptions to the Business Manager and then see 
what a harvest you will reap.
• • •
There are many careless, thoughtless, irreligious habits, that Christian 
young people are apt to fall into. One that has been quite noticeable at 
Lawrence is the exceedingly irreverent habit of whispring during the 
prayer at the daily chapel exercises. It is surprising how many of the 
students do this, and not occasionally, but every day they regularly 
take this time to carry on conversation with those in front or behind 
or by their side. What kind of an example is that to the non-Christian 
students? They know well enough that it is not the right thing to do, 
and the one who does it cannot expect to command the respect of his 
fellow students. To be sure, it is not always easy to keep one’s mind on 
the prayer that is being uttered, especially when, as is the case about 
half the time in chapel, the words cannot be distinguished by those a 
few feet away from the pulpit, and all that greets the ear is a confused 
mumble. But that does not excuse the student who takes that time for 
his communications, for he should be carrying on devotions in his own 
heart. If he has communications let them be made to his God. for whom 
he shows so little reverence as to whisper and laugh during public 
prayer.
•  •  e
The greatest joke out! A young couple who are often seen in each 
other’s company—each in the company of the other—took a boat-ride on 
the placid waters of the Fox. It so happens that they left their boat on
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OBSERVATORY DEDICATED 
IN NOVEMBER 1892
This interesting event took place on Friday evening^ 
Nov. 6th, at the M. E. church. The exercises wert 
opened promptly at 7:30 by a selection by the Colleflf 
Band, which occupied the rear of the gallery. This 10 
perhaps the first time that a band was ever eall«<jl 
upon to play in a Methodist church, but we hop« M 
will not be the last time.
Prayer was offered by Rev. R. H. Pooley, and JoW 
lowing that was an organ voluntary by Prof. Sylva*- 
ter. After some introductory remarks by President 
Gallagher, the first address. The History of the Build* 
ing of the Observatory, was given by Prof. Underwood. 
The idea of building an observatory came into h h  
mind when he received a call to a professorship «t 
Lawrence in 1886.
The first subscription to the Underwood Observa­
tory was given by Mr. J. H. Whorton of the city oft 
Nov. 18th, 1889. By the end of that school year $5,300 
had been pledged for the building. The trustees then 
accepted a proposition from Prof. Underwood for th« 
completion of the enterprise.
On October 18th, 1890, the order was given for th« 
entire outfit of instruments and revolving dome ovar 
the equatorial. Work was begun on the building itt 
April, '91, and on November 6th, less than two yea*« 
alter the first progressive step, the observatory wM 
dedicated.
The building is a very neat and attractive one, and 
an ornament to the campus and the city. It is situ­
ated to the west of the president's home, on the varf« 
of the river bluff, and southeast of the main colieg« 
building.
Its characteristic feature is the round tower and 
semi-spherical dome surmounting. The central poe* 
tion of this tower is occupied by a large pyramid fld 
masonry, built entirely independent of the building, la  
order that it may be freed from the jari of the build­
ing. On the top of this pier <which la as high as th« 
eaves of the main building and cornice on the tow«») 
is the ten inch Clark equatorial, the gift of Hon. Phft»> 
tus Sawyer, of Oshkosh. This cut shows the telescop« 
complete with finder, circles, various adjustments and 
the driving clock for turning the instrument in hat- 
mony with a star's motion resulting from the daily re­
volution of earth. The instrument is provided with ey« 
pieces of various magnifying powers:—120-240-500-7W- 
1000 diameter respectively.
To the right of the entrance, as one approaches. 1« 
the wing for the transit instrument which is in th« 
second story resting on a pier similar to the fust. 1%« 
transit has an objective of four inches and is also pro­
vided with delicately graduated circles.
Between these two instruments and over the en­
trances, the *vo clocks and chronograph are situate«)* 
The Siderial clock was the gift of Mr. A. Woodard Ot 
Clinton* Wif.
The Mean Time clock was the gift of Mrs. Wit­
ter of Grand Hapids, Wis . and the Chronograph wat 
given by Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Elmor of Milwaukee. Th« 
two clocks are identical in appearance and accurate 
and delicate machines. The chronograph for recording 
the time of any astronomical occurence, will execut« 
its work as accurately as to indicate the tenth part Of 
a second.
The Equatorial has two very handsome attachment« 
—a Spectroscope, given by Mrs. Britten of Green £)a^, 
and a Micrometer. Both are very accurate and marvel«
I of workmanship and beauty.
Just back of the clock-room is a hall which extend«
: across the building which is equally divided between 
the computation room and the Professor’s library, tw® 
j windows of which appear to th«.* left of the Equator­
ial tower.
A commodious recitation room occupies the firH 
I story beneath the hall and two rooms of the second 
I hall and basement stairs. A winding staircase in th« 
tower leads to the rooms above.
The building is lighted by electricity and provided 
with all the modern conveniences. Even the circle« 
on the telescopes are provided with electric beams to 
obviate the necessity of smoky lamps. A convenienef. 
by the way, which is found in very few instrument« 
of any size.
Electric wires connect all the instruments, and g 
battery supplies the necessary current.
(Jut of the one hundred and fifty or more observa­
tories in the United States, Underwood Observa­
tory stands thirty-fourth, rated according to sue of in­
struments, and of all those in the United States de­
voted to educational work, there are but three possea- 
sing larger instruments.
The great achievement is accomplished! All honor 
to the one whose name it perpetuateh and to those 
whose hearts and purses have opened so heartily for 
the supj>ort of this enterprise.
LIBRARY REPORT
A recent report of the Librarian, shows that th« 
college library now contains 12,883 books. During the 
fiill and winter terms of this college year, the number 
of books and pamphlets, drawn by the Faculty and 
students was 2.759 The«-e were all taken from th«
I library, and if it were possible to estimate the book«
| that are used in the room, the number would doubt­
less be ai lea.' t tripled. Ours is considered an excep* 
i tionally good library for a university the size of Law­
rence.
1892 Sees Lawrence Approaching Her 50th Birthday
i
i
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RIPON NOT IN IT
The third inter-collegiate Field Day contest between 
our college and Ripon college, took place Friday, June 
12th. at Ripon. A crowd of 60 Lawrence boys, headed 
the Lawrence Cornet Band, left Appleton on the
I I  o'clock train Thursday, the 11th, for Ripon. It 
was a jolly crowd. At Oshkosh they formed in lin t 
and marched to the St. Paul depot where they took 
the 3:30 train for Ripon. Thursday evening a reception 
Was tendered them at Bartlett cottage which was fol­
lowed by a banquet at the college dining hall where 
the following toasts were given:
“Our Guests”
Lawrence vs. Ripon
Ripon vs. Lawrence
The Field Days of '89 and 90
The Oratorical Ass'n—May Lawrence Join
.'What'll We Do Tomororw?
Our Absent Friends—the Lawrence Ladies 
The Lawrence boys had opportunity to meet the 
Bartlett ladies and all spent a very pleasant evening. 
The interesting and exciting exercises were held on 
the 12th. They began with a ball game at 9:30 be­
tween Lawrence and Ripon which resulted in a score 
of 13 to 9 in favor of Lawrence. There was great ex­
citement throughout the game. Errors were made by 
both teams. Millard, Ripon, made a home run. Miller 
tot Lawrence did good work behind the bat. The 
Ripon pitcher was evidently from the country as hia 
curves were slow and easy to hit.
At 1:30 P. M. the Athletic Association formed into 
a procession and marched to the park where the 
athletic contests took place.
The boys arrived home on the 9:30 train, Friday 
evening, after making Oshkosh howl with their band 
and college yell, and setting thf passengers on the 
train crazy.
Arriving home they were met by their friends at 
the depot and a celebration was held with the aid 
of the band and the lun«s of the students. The Law­
rence bovs wish to extend their thanks to their Ripon 
friends for the kind way in which they were treated. 
Every one expressed himself as having had the 
best time he had had while at college.
May our blue and white banner always fly at the 
top of the staff and never be lowered to half mast 
L-A-W-RE-N-C-E 
Rah! Rah! Rah!
Bis! Boom! Bah!
Woosh!
On the evening of the 12th the inhabitants of 
Appleton found out what our college yell was.
la the death of Walt Whitman, America lost one of 
her noblect and most loyal son*. In character, he was 
bold, outspoken, self-assertive, rugged; yet a kind and 
tender sympathy went out from him to all his fellow 
men. A prophet? Yes. Misunderstood? Yes. Eiherson 
would reply—“To be great is to be misunderstood.”
A hater of shams and lifeless forms, Whitman 
claimed the right to break the chains of custom; to 
plant himself upon his own instincts and act out 
his real nature regardless of man-made rules. Like 
Byron and Shelley, he reacted from corrupting and 
soul-hampering forms and fashions, and like them 
received abuses and execration for his pains. In 
thought, Emerson and Thoreau were perhaps as 
fearless non-conformists as he; but in the matter of 
expression they did not depart widely from past mo­
dels. Whitman carried the revolt farther and dropping 
all models formed his style from his own essential 
Solf. Like that Self it is rugged, original. The music 
is more in the thought than in the expression of it.
Walt has left the mystery of living for the mystery 
of death. The building of that “grander future’’ is in 
our hands.
W A L T  W H IT M A N
PRAYER MEETING
Jan. 29th, the day of Prayer for college, was very 
profitably observed at Lawrence. At 10:30 A. M. the 
students met in the college chapel and listened to 
a very instructive Bible reading on the Lord’s Prayer, 
given by Dr. John Williamson. He gave as the princi­
ples of this prayer, that our prayers should be catholic.
CLASS MEETING
At the quiet hour of ten on a secret date not many 
days ago, the senior class stole quietly to the college 
dom% and there, in a weird and ghostly light, each 
took a solemn oath of allegiance and accepted a ring 
to perpetuate the promise: “for better, for worse, for 
richer, for poorer,” etc. As each donned the sacred 
emblem, red light flashed out and lent a new horror 
to the scene.
Phantom forms glided to and fro while witches, 
ghosts, imps, hobgoblins and dragons assisted in mak­
ing the scene impressive.
To keep up meir spirits, the live inhabitants of 
the attic let out the class yell. The phantoms were 
then dismissed by tolling the bell (one, eight, nine, 
and two times), and the sacred formality terminated 
in the yell.
In the meantime, the fairies had prepared a feast 
worthy of the gods expressly for their enjoyment. The 
sumptuous banquet was consumed and twelve o'clock 
had arrived ere peace once more prevailed.
The class yell is:—
L. U! L. U! L. U!
Class of 18921 
Great in numbers,
Wise in mind,
Their equals will be hard to find, 
Illustrious '92.
filial, reverent, devout, self-renunciatory, submissive, 
dependent, penetential. trusting. We will give but a 
few other of the helpful thoughts suggested by him. 
Praying is a divine art. Being right with God means 
Absolute Rectitude. Pardon is gained by repentance, 
faith, confession. The Kingdom of God is composed of 
three states.—the Empire state of Righteousness, and 
two others, Peace and Joy. (Rom. 14:17)
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the bank while they got a drink from Telulah spring; while thus engaged 
two adventurous youths of the feminine persuasion availed themselves 
of the opportunity to have a boat ride. The unfortunate couple had to 
walk home; but the girls who took the boat—poor things—had to pay
for the ride.
Miss Zelia Smith is taking a course in Greek.
Who would imagine that a couple passing under the gas light would 
make a young lady on the opposite side of street faint away. Yet we 
hear that even such was the case.
The band has made another addition. A pair of cymbals now add 
their music in the weekly practice.
The senior class have decided to wear full beards, with the exception 
of the ladies. This is a step in the right direction. Reform is in the air. 
This will distinguish them from the lower orders, and is cheaper than 
silk hats. .
W. D. Ackerman, a former student of Lawrence, if now Principal 
of Clintonville High School.
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T h t readers of this paper will be pleased to learn that 
there is at least one dreaded disease that science has 
been able to cure in all its stages, and that is catarrh. 
Hall's Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure known to 
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional 
disease, requires a constitutional treatment. Hall's  
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon 
the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby 
destroying the foundation of the disease, and giving the 
patient strength by building up the constitution and as- 
sisting nature in doing its work. The proprietors have 
so much faith in its curative powers, that they offer One 
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to cure. Send 
for list of testimonials.
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LAWRENCE TO CELEBRATE JUBILEE, JUNE 5-7
New Fraternity 
Delta Sigma Tau 
Granted Charter
Newest Greek Society Fills Need On Campus 
For Greater Number of 
Fraternities
That Lawrence college is fast taking her place with 
the bigger colleges and universities of the state and 
country is evidenced by the granting Friday, Jan. 6, 
by the faculty of permission to form a new Greek 
letter fraternity to be known as Delta Sigma Tau.
* Meets Demand
The big increase in the student enrollment in the 
past few years together with the rule limiting the 
membership of the fraternities to a certain number, 
make it obvious that there is ample room for another 
organization of this sort. Those interested have been 
at work for some time past and with the granting of 
their application permitting organization they are now 
able to take their place with the other fraternities 
on the campus.
Not a Surprise
Dame Rumor has been whispering the hint of such 
a new organization for some little while and so that 
announcement of the actual formation will not be 
a surprise to the student body at large, especially sine# 
1he need of such a new organization has been very ap­
parent. It is two years since the last fraternity took 
its place as an institution of Lawrence college and 
since that time the enrollment of the Blue and 
White has increased very substantially, while the 
number of men in fraternities has remained practic­
ally the same.
Delta Sigma Tau will take up quarters at the be­
ginning of the next semester, having several homes 
in view, one of which will be leased within a short 
time.
The names of the charter members, including the 
officers of the new fraternity, following: president, 
Paul Butler; vice-president, Carl Squartzlow; secre­
tary, William Case; treasurer Raymond Greene; Meri 
Gribble, Herbert Stoker, Edward Zingler, O. Keith 
Nickerson, Alfred Phillips, Albert Schimmel, Norbert 
Gerritts, Emery McNeil. Eevern Riiikob.
Sunset Players Will 
Give One Act Plays
The Sunset Players, a drama club for freshmen 
and sophomores, is planning to present an open pro­
gram soon. The date has not been set, but the Mon­
day of the third week in February is the probable 
time.
Three one act plays are under consideration for pre­
sentation. They are “Fourteen,’’ “In Moonbeams,” a 
University of Wisconsin production, and Zona Gale's 
popular play called "Jimmy.”
The members of the club are planning to make their 
own scenes, settings and costumes, and will attend to 
lighting and all of the slage properties themselves. 
They will also undertake all publicity.
Watermans Appear
In Public Recital
Dean and Mrs. Carl J. Waterman gave a highly ap­
preciated concert in the Laurence Memorial chapel 
Tuesday evening Mr. and Mrs. Waterman are al­
ways favorites with the music lovers of the city and 
of the college as individuili soloists. When they unite 
in presenting an ariistic program such as they render­
ed last Tuesday evening, it would be hard to conceive 
of a more delightful entertainment.
Both singers were in excellent voice and the full, 11» 
quid quality of the Dean's tenor carried a genuine in­
terpretation to every hearer which made each number 
a piece of art. Mrs. Waterman’s clear, expressive so­
prano and her exquisite stage appearance received the 
unqualified adoration of all who were present.
Advanced Students 
Form "Concert Four"
“The Lawrence Conccrt Four” is the name of an 
organization recently formed by four conservatory 
students. The personnel of the company is as fol­
lows: Lucile Meusel, pianist Doris Dictsch soprano, 
Alyce Chambers reader, and Winfield Alexander, ten­
or, The managing is being done by Alex and the 
purpose of the company is to give concerts in nearby 
cities. The first appearance of “The Concert Four’ 
will be in Kewaunee on January 31.
Secures Popular Soloist 
For Coming Choir Concert
Marie Sidenius Zendt. popular soprano of Chicago, 
has been secured by Dean Carl Waterman to e t ie 
soloist for thè concert of the Lawrence choir which 
is to be given in the Memorial Chapel, Feb. 14.
EXAM SCHEDULE
Following is the examination schedule in the
order of the day, hour and classes examined;
Wednesday, Jan. 25
8:00-10:00 8:00 M. W. F.
10:30-12:30 1:30, M. W. F.
2:00-4:00 8:00, T. Th.
Thursday, Jan. 26
8:00-10:00 9:30, M. W. F.
10:30-12:30 1:30, T. Th.
2:00-4:00 9:30, T. Th.
Friday, Jan. 27
8:00-10:00 10:30 M. W. F.
10:30-12:30 2:30, M. W. F.
2:00-4:00 10:30, T. Th.
Saturday, Jan. 28
8:00-10.00 All begining Foreign
Langauge
2:00-4:00 All classes in Freshman
Composition
Monday, Jan. 30
8:00-10:00 11:30 M. W. F.
10:30-12:30 2:30. T. Th.
2:40-4:00 11:30, T. Th.
Four and five hour classes are examined with the
M. W. F. group. If the professor wishes more lime,
the hour of the T. Th. group may be used.
Two hour classes that use M. W. F. for recitation
are examined with the M. W. F. classes.
O. P. FAIRFIELD,
Secretary.
World Politics Is 
Field of New Club
American Institute of International Relations 
Establishes a Chapter at 
Lawrence
Because of the numerous international questions 
which confront the college student every day and be­
cause it is the desire of many students to be well post­
ed on the many international events of today, the 
Lawrence chapter of the American Institute of Inter­
national Relations has recently been founded at Law- 
rence. It is to be supported partly by the Carnegie 
Foundation which is at the present time inducing 
many of the leading universities and colleges to have 
t>uch organizations. Many of the leading universities 
and colleges already have such an organization at the 
present time and find tliat it is of great benefit to 
them in discussing international problems.
The local chapter consists of all members of the fa­
culty interested in the work and who pledge them­
selves to assume the responsibilities as assigned them. 
These members of the faculty choose a limited number 
of students from the junior and senior classes on 
the basis of ability, scholarship, and probable future 
leadership. The membership is limited to thirty-five. 
The local chapter will in the future hold regular 
meetings and discuss questions of current interna­
tional importance.
On the basis already indicated the following stu­
dents have been elected by the faculty to the locul 
chapter:
Esther Baldwin. Lillian Case, Harry Clark, Adah 
Cleland, Letha Dambruch, Earl Hunting, Clem Ketrh- 
iim, Ernest Moll, Alfred Root, Walter Cole, Gerhard 
Slattcngren, Edmund Tink, Karl Trover, Paul Un- 
grodt, Vivian McCandles.
"Crichton" Dropped; 
Choose Jerome Play
Because the production of J. M. Barrie plays by 
amateurs has been prohibited, “The Admirable Crich­
ton" will not be presented as the annual college 
play Prof. Orr has selected as a substitute “Fannie 
«nd the Servant Problem,” a play by Jerome K. 
Jerome. The books have been ordered and the same 
cast which was chosen for “The Admirable Crichton” 
will begin working on the play immediately. The 
cast will be announced soon.
Raney Transferred 
From French Dept.
The election of Professor Raney, present head of 
the French department, to a professorship in Eng­
lish and European History, to be effective at the 
opening of the term 1922-23, was announced recently.
This change will be made in connection with the 
return of Professor Baker from his two year’s absence 
in France. Professor Baker will resume his work at 
that time as head of the French department, and 
Professor Raney will return to the history department, 
with which he was formerly connected.
Oh! Frenchie! Frenchie
A clever linguistic stunt announcing “La Gram« 
mairc.'’ the play to be given by the French club Jan­
uary 17, was put on in chapel Friday by the Sunset 
players.
Celebrate Diamond 
Jubilee in Spring
Sunday, Jan. 15, Official Birthday of Foundlnf 
Of Lawrence College 
In 1847
Sunday, January 15. was officiallly the seventy-filth 
anniversary of Lawrence college, which will be cele- 
brated June 5 to 7 with a diamond jubilee. The col­
lege was founded in 1847 but was not opened to stu­
dents until November 1849.
On the first day 35 students were enrolled and bgr 
the end of December the enrollment had increased to 
70 For many years Lawrence as well as other .insti­
tutions struggled through a severe financial straii^. 
During the Civil War its position was very unstable 
due to the great loss in the number of students and the 
economic depression of the period.
During approximately the last 30 years Lawrence 
grew so rapidly that new buildings were constant« 
needed. Now it is one of the largest colleges in tilt 
Middle West.
The jubilee, to be held at commencement tim e 
promises to be one of the greatest events in the 
history of the college and a great factor 4n its fu­
ture development as well.
Pro Athletes 
To be Barred 
At Lawrence
Three Prominent Athletes Must Quit Collage 
Or Give I ’p Profrsnional 
Game
That professionalism in athletics w ill not be per­
mitted in Lawrence has been made clear by a ruling 
recently made public by President Plantz. Three Law­
rence athletes, Kubitz. Stark and Normington, have 
been given the choice by the president of either giylnft 
up professional basketball or of leaving college. Thes# 
men are recognized stars in both football and basket­
ball, and Kubitz is probably the best all-round ath­
lete in Lawrence as well as being a good student.
The effect of professionalism on the reputation of 
the college in athletics and the demoralization of ath­
letics within the school are the reasons given by Pres* 
ldent Plantz for his stand. The fact that the collage 
has no jurisdiction over the men when they are out 
the city with professional teams and still are widal* 
known as Lawrence students, and the further fact 
that professional athletics have an unsavory reputa­
tion connected with them make it impossible for the 
college to harbor students who favor sports which ase 
not played “for sport's sake.’’
Stark has already left college, and Normington be­
cause of the fracture recently of two bones in h il 
ankle, will be unable to continue basketball.
Many Seniors 
Plan toTeach
Fifty seniors in the college and conservatory have 
registered with the committee on appointments to 
secure position:; for next year. This number is an in­
crease over last year and shows the growing popu­
larity of the teaching profession for those who are 
finishing their college course.
IIisuik standards in education are rapidly coming to 
the front. The war time shortage of teachers is past 
aiid sjHicial permits to teach at less than the standard 
professional equipment arc not being granted. State 
Superintendent John Calahan has recently stated that 
young people expecting to teach in the hiiih school» 
of the state must meet the minimum required pro- 
fe.ssional training and that the board of examin­
ers is moving in the direction of a higher standard.
While this may work a hardship on some deserving 
prospective teacher, it is a gain, for the schools exist 
primarily to provide instruction and not to provide 
positions.
Gold Footballs to 
Champion Squad
Lawrence has given twenty-one members of haf 
1921 football team gold footballs in recognition of 
their services on a championship »quad. The fol­
lowing are now sporting the new jewelry: Bill Smith 
capt. Sam Sorenson. Walt Hunting, Earl Hunting, Clem 
Ketchum, Gerhardt Kubitz, “Stony” McGlynn, oapt. 
elect, Myrtle Basing Chuck Holmes, Charles Berry, 
Lloyd Goan, Stanley Stark, Raymond Boettcher, Ern­
est Ziebell, Roy Grignon, Lisle Blackbourne, Gord«>n 
Winder, Delber Doering, Leonard Brumm, Norbert 
Roeder, Roy Normington.
Baker Sends Books
Professor Louis Baker, who is at this time in Fiane*
has sent a set of seventy-seven books to the L a ^  
rence college library to complete the French section.
It’s 1922 and Lawrence Celebrates a Diamond Jubilee
10 Lawrcntfan Thursday, June 5, 1947 The Mott Beutiful
Girl at Lawrtnc«
ANNOUNCEMENT
The Lawrentian wishes to announce that it has 
withdrawn from membership in the Wisconsin In­
tercollegiate Press Association. This will in no way 
change the policy of the Lawrentian of extending 
any help it possibly can to any other collegiate 
publications that may ask for it's assistance.
The Ariel, the Lawrentian's year-book, authorizes 
the Lawrentian to announce that it also, has with­
drawn from membership in the same organization.
A contest to decide by popular vote the most beau 
tiful girl and the handsomest man at Lawrence 
is to be held in Student Chapel tomorrow. Be on 
hand to cast your ballot!
The results of the vote, with large size pictures 
of the winners, will appear in the Eye-Opener, 
a magazine which will make its appearance on the 
campus sometime before Spring vacation.
BEAT RIPON TOMORROW NIGHT! I
THE COLLEGE WORLD
Unkissed Seniors 1,000 Soldier Bonus
In Purity League
New York university seniors have formed what they 
•a ll The Class of 1922 Purity League, headed by Jack 
tWeinhe>mer, the only unkissed senior on University 
Heights.
Members of the league pledge themselves to treat 
the other sex with a lot of reverence, to eschew all 
forms of gambling, to regard the imbibing of intoxi­
cating liquor as a dangerous vice to be curbed at all 
times, to regard profanity as the unnecessary use of 
language, to abstain from smoking.
The founders of the league say the laws of the or­
ganization do not limit the membership.
Meetings are to be twice a month the remainder of 
the college year and semi-annually thereafter. The 
meetings thereafter are the ones that will be closely 
watched.
Jack Wcinheimer is captain of the N. Y. U. eleven 
•nd as right half-back was the outstanding player ia 
the big battle with Trinity college.
Call for Track Men
Men Enroll at "U a
About 1,000 state soldier bonus students have en­
rolled in the University of Wisconsin this semester 
under the Wisconsin soldiers’ educational bonus act 
•nd  about 30 per cent of them are new students. Quite 
a few of the new students are not freshmen but have 
entered the University of Wisconsin from other 
schools, especially from the Milwaukee branch of the 
University of Wisconsin where they took the two-year 
engineering course.
Two years ago this time 1,400 soldier bonus students 
were enrolled in the university, and last year there 
were 1,200 This decrease may be due to the fact that 
the number of men qualifying under the bonus act 
who wish to enter the university naturally grows 
less each year. The bonus act which was passed by the 
state legislature two years ago, expires at the end 
of five years, after having furnished each bonus, stu­
dent with a maximum of $1,080 or $30 per month for 
four school years of nine months each.
To Begin Training English Department
C'fttuh Fred Treil»e Preparing Now For Important 
Meets With Kipon And 
iarletun
Candidate» for the track team are beginning their 
work under the direction of Kred Trezise, who is put­
ting them through a stiff course of conditioning ex­
ercises. The new material looks promising. Yes, the 
track team is training and in a way that promised 
gpod prospects for Lawrence this spring.
At the present time meets have been arranged with 
Ripon and Carleton, and a team will be sent to the 
Midwest Conference meet at Northfield. Minnesota 
and to the Little Five Conference meet at Ripon. 
Plans are also in the making to send a relay team 
to Relay Carnival held under the auspices of the Uni­
versity of Wisconsin on February 25. Then if the above 
relay team makes a good .showing at Madison it will 
be sent to the Chicago relay meet.
The strength of the team depends on the new ma- 
tm a l a < tlu're are only three lettermen in school at 
the present time: Mitchell and the Hooley brothers. 
Lawrence is especially weak in the field events having 
no old men back. Fred Trezise wants every man who 
is planning on coming out at ull to come out early, so 
as to gain the value of the preliminary conditioning 
which he is now supervising.
Weekly Wallop
Registrar: How old are you inadam?
Madam: I have seen nineteen summers 
Registrar: lias your eyesight always been good?
A woodpecker lit on a freshman’s head 
And settled down to drill 
Me worked away for half a day 
And finally broke his bill.
1 sent my son to Ripon 
With a pat upon the back 
1 s|KMit ten thousand dottai« 
And got a quarterback.
To be Split in Two
Departments of Literature And of Composition 
And Journalism Will Divide 
Work
Beginning with the next school year the English de­
partment will be divided into two sections, the depart­
ment of Literature and the department of Composition 
and Journalism. Dr. W. E. McPheeters, present head 
of the English department will be Professor of Liter­
ature and Professor Lester E. Mitchell of De Pauw 
University will be Professor of Composition and Jour­
nalism.
The large increase in enrollment in the English de­
partment and in the College in general made this 
change advisable? Lawrence is one of a number of the 
best colleges of the United States to institute this 
change recently. It will result in dividing the number 
of students enrolled in English into two almost equal 
division of the courses in English.
Prof. Mitchell will come admirably equipped for his 
position. He is a graduate of Dennison College, Ohio, 
and has held in turn such positions as head of the 
English department in the Zanesville, Ohio, High 
School, instructor in Journalism at West Technical in 
Gambier, Ohio. He received his Master's degree from 
Ohio State University of Chicago. He also taught in 
Dennison college from which he graduated.
At present he is Assistant Professor of Composition 
and Journalism at De Pauw university, Greencastle, 
Ind. He also holds the position of registrar and has 
charge of the college publicity. For his work in Jour­
nalism he is also well equipped, being the son of a 
newspaper man and having had experience in news­
paper work and in practical printing. He has edited 
several pamphlets among which is a “Directory of 
College Journalism.”
Professor Mitchell will move to Appleton with his 
family in the summer and will take up his new du­
ties in the fall.
Though College days 
Have their delights 
They can’t compare 
To College nights.
The following Was written by Prof. Goldei on the 
back ot a theme:
"P lcit^ write more legibly.”
Next miy: “Prof. what is that you put on the back 
of my theme?”
Prof. of Biology: “What can you tell me about the 
joints?”
New Student: ‘‘I don't know much about them sir 
I'm a stranger in this town.”
X’d rallier be a Could Be 
If 1 could not be an Are;
For a Could Be is a May Be.
.With a chance of touching par.
I'd rather be a Has Been
Than a Might Have Been, by far;
For a Might Have Been has never been, 
But a Has was once an Are.
Greek Bowlers are 
Ready for Tourney
"Strike!’'
No. that is not the umpire calling them. It is just the 
fraternity bowling trains practicing on the looal alleys. 
In about one week the schedule for the inter-fratcr- 
nity bowling league will be complete, and competition 
for the Thiede cup will again start. The cup is now’ 
in possession of the Sigma F.psilon fraternity. The fra­
ternity winning the cup three times is entitled to the 
retention of the cup.
Up to the present time the cup has been won onrc by 
the Beta Sigma Phis, once by the Sigma Phi Epsilons 
and twice by the Delta Iotas. The teams are excep­
tionally strong this year and the race promises to be 
very close.
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"U" Flunkouts Can't 
Be Pledged—Ruling
---- I
Fraternities will no longer be able to pledge students 
who enter Lawrence on probation at the end of the 
first semester after failing in their work at the Uni­
versity of Wisconsin until their probation has been 
removed by the successful completion of a semester’s 
work at Lawrence. This decision was made by the 
faculty in a short meeting Monday morning.
YOUR LAST CHANCE!
F.ight seniors and twenty-five juniors have not 
yet handed in their individual pictures for the 
Ariel. If you are one of these, get your picture in at 
once.
Gloria Enger 
Ken Davis
Editor 
Businca* Manager
Subscription per y e a r ............................................. $-23
Arrital of Baby Boy Announced .
Announcement has been received of the arrival of 
a baby boy Saturday. January 7. to Mr. and Mrs. 
Harry Gochnauer of Green Bay# Mrs. Gochnauet wvat 
formerly Florence Plantz of the class of 1914.
F. A. 
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For Up To Date News...
So Necessary In Your Class W ork- 
Read The 
Appleton Evening Crescent
The fastest foreign news service in the city. 
Inquire concerning our special rate to stu­
dents, delivered to your room every evening.
The Appleton Evening Crescent
613 Morrison Street
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Have made popular among college boys the correct low 
collar attached shirts introduced into cilivian life by a 
British Army Officer. 
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ed button down collar and the single button barrel cuff.
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Lawrentian extension 
enrollment at 750
Reports from Lawrence extension 
at ripon reveal that the 1072*73 en­
rollment has reached limits possible 
. . . Already 750 student, 350 male 
and 400 female, accepted. . .
The extension, established 1959, 
more than doubled its last year's 
enrollment of 300. . .
L a w r e n c e  p r o g r a m  
i n  “ l o s t  c l a s s  o f  1 9 7 2 ”
townspeople 
complain about 
chapel barracks
city mayor reports 
recelval of petition 
requesting removal
Lawrence officials were shocked 
yesterday when they received news 
from the Appleton mayor that a 
petition signed by over eight thou­
sand townspeople had been turned 
in requesting the razing of the 
chapel barracks on college avenue. 
. . , Townspeople complained that 
their property values had persis- 
tently dropped because of the un­
attractive appearance of the bar­
racks. . . .  A rock pile on north­
west corner of college avnue and 
mason street has been a particular 
eyesore, according to petition. . . .
Neither president Pusey nor busi­
ness manager Watts willing to 
comment on the petition until after 
special meeting with board of trus­
tees tonight. . . .
In 1935, the barracks were emp­
tied, and in following year were 
used as nurseries for veterans’ chil­
dren. . . . From 1960 to 1967 Apple­
ton organizations used the barracks 
as club houses. . . .
The Lawrence barracks were con­
demned in 1967 by Appleton city 
engineer, and for past five years 
have been used to store theater 
properties. . . .
Quonset huts, familiar to 1947 
students, have been sold to local 
farmers to be used as chicken coops. 
. . . The last hut was removed from 
campus in 1954. . . .
tuition fee upped 
for third time 
since inflation
Tuition rates will again be boost­
ed according to announcement 
made Tuesday by president Nathan 
M Pusey. . . Raise said to be ne­
cessitated by increased cost of liv­
ing. . .
New raise is third since extreme 
inflation of 1969. . . Raise accepted 
unanimously at Monday’s regular 
Eession of the board of trustees af­
ter discussing the rise in all costs. 
. It was pointed out that costs had 
risen to highest point since fantastic 
levels reached in 1947. . . .
New charges, scheduled to go into 
effect next fall, now set tuition at 
$390 a semester. . . Raise is $30 over 
last year’s tuition charges. . . In ­
cluded in the new charges will be 
student union membership, admis­
sion to all sports and dramatic ac­
tivities, and tickets to all artistic 
lectures presented in new art cen­
ter. . . .
Committee also hinted that raise 
in board charges may be forthcom­
ing.
Fifth year students will be re­
quired to pay ex^a board and room 
fees for trips mane to other colleges 
and universities in connection with 
their major work. . .
Dr. Burton will speak 
on American politics at 
annual alumni banquet
Guest speaker at 1972 annual 
alumni banquet to be held at me­
morial union June 30 will be Dr. 
William Burton, president of Ober- 
lin college. . . president Burton to 
speaker on effects of modern ed­
ucation methods as evidenced in 
American politics. . .
Despite fact that this year's alum­
ni gathering will not be held in con­
nection with commencement exer­
cises, large crowd is expected to 
hear dr. Burton speak. . . mr. 
Burton was president of the Law­
rence student body in 1948. . .
days of "foolish 
forties" captured 
at costume party
Days of the “foolish forties” were 
recalled last Saturday evening at 
all-college costume party given in 
new union recreation center . . . 
Girls pulled their mothers' long- 
forgotten sweaters and skirts out of 
mothballs to make authentic 1940 
appearance . . . Their escorts dug 
up oddities such as black suits 
known as tuxedos, khaki colored 
trousers, and short navy colored 
jackets called pea-coats. . .
The orchestra of Bill Bradley re­
vived some old songs of the day 
such as "linda,” “In my adobe 
hacienda,” and ‘‘open the door, 
Richard” . . . Prizes given for ex­
hibition dancing of old waltzes and 
an especially tricky routine called 
the rhumba . . . Each couple re­
ceived a ration-book as a favors. . .
course on Beck offered
A new course, the writings of 
Warren Beck, will be added to Law­
rence curriculum next September, 
according to President Pusey. . . 
The course will be similar to that 
now being offered at Yale univer­
sity and Oberlin college. . .
Boston symp 
will appear
former Lawrence 
faculty member 
Is new director
Lawrence music lovers have a 
special trust in store for them when 
the Boston symphony orchestra, un­
der the direction of W. R. Ward- 
zynsky, appears next fall on the 
artist series. . . Mr. Wardzynsky, 
who was known at Lawrence as Mr. 
Ward, was a former member of the 
Conservatory staff. . . He left Law­
rence in 1957 to fill the position va­
cated by Serge Koussevitsky, former 
director of the Symphony. . .
Along with his directing duties, 
Mr. Wardyzynsky has found time to 
I add to his impressive list of compo­
sitions. . . His most recent works 
to be heard on the artist series pro­
gram, are “south wind nocturne,” 
and “fox river valley symphony.” 
j . . . The symphony was completed 
two years ago during a visit Mr. 
Wardzynsky made to Appleton. . . 
Also to be included on the program 
is “lullaby to a pinto colt” which 
had its first Appleton performance 
in April, 1947. . .
Watts announces new 
and better rocket ships
Announcement of improved rock­
et ship flight scheduled to the li­
brary of congress in Washington, 
dc., was made yesterday by mr. 
Watts, business manager of the 
school. . . . Two flights daily, at 
10;00 a. m. and 3:00 p. m., will be in­
augurated on monday, june 12. for 
the convenience of students v. ho 
reed the research facilities of the 
larger library . . .
Previous to this announcement 
only one flight left Appleton dai­
ly . . .
all-student convocation 
to replace commencement
Momentous changes in academic policy og> Lawrence college w ill bp 
consummated Sunday when, for first time in history of college, no gra£ 
uating class will file across stage of memorial chapel to take its tradft» 
tional reward in sheepskins. . .
In place of regular commencement exercises an all-student convoeo- 
tion will be held at 3 o’clock in the chapel to celebrate success of Law­
rence's five-year program. . .
Absence of commencement exercises comes as result of proposal 
originally made here in 1968 by W. Burnet Easton, professor of religion, 
. . . Proposal provided for additional, or fifth year, added liberal a m  
course at Lawrence. . . Inauguration of plan made Lawrence one 0< 
twelve colleges in country to adopt five-year programs. . ,
Under present plan students who
midwest sports 
conference 
is dissolved
Midwest sports conference com­
pletely dissolved . . . announce­
ment made Saturday by conference 
officials who noted lack of interest 
since withdrawal of Lawrence ten 
years ago. . . . Last year's confer­
ence schedule carried on by only 
two schools—Ripon and Coe. . . .
Disappearance of intercollegiate 
sports in line with emphasis on lib­
eral arts education in midwest. . . . 
Several of conference schools in­
augurated five-year plan of educa­
tion during past few years. . . . 
Male interest in sports programs 
lacking at all schools. . . .
Definite decrease in attendance 
at sports contests noticed in all mid- 
western colleges during past fif­
teen years. . . .East and west also 
notice slight decrease in attendance 
but have continued full program of 
sports. . . .
G. R. Clapp is accused 
of communistic leaning
Gordon R. Clapp, Lawrenco '27 
recently appeared before a joint 
senate house committee investtiga- 
ting communist activities in the 
U. S. Clapp is charged with favor­
ing communists and promoting 
party-liners to positions of import- 
tance in the tennessee valley 
authority.
Committee hearings concerning 
Clapp continued into their third 
week with senator Alex Wiley and 
representative John Byrnes leading 
the opposition. The two Wisconsin 
congressmen claimed that the TVA 
chief not only hired and promoted 
to influential positions avowed 
communists, but refused to employ 
men recommended by Wiley and 
Byrnes.
Last week was the first time 
Clnpp appeared in his own defense. 
He stated that men backed by 
Wiley and Byrnes were totally lack­
ing the experience or back, round 
necessary to qualify them for T\ A 
jobs. “Their appointment would 
have been out and out pork-barrel-
* ing. and a return to the McKellar
spoils system," stated Clapp.
| When accused of pro-communist 
; learnings, Clapp replied that num- 
1 ber of employed by TVA was no 
larger than their proportion in the 
¡citizenry as a whole.
In 1947 the communist party 
j listed 72.000 members. The party 
doubled in size the last 25 years 
but the 150,000 members constitute 
0.1 percent of total U. S. population. 
Most of the membership was gained 
in the 1952-57 depression. Clapp 
I also stated that the political leth­
argy of most U. S. citizens aided 
the commies but that these Amer­
icans could hardly be callcd party- 
1 liners. “The voter who ignores his 
political candidates might just as 
well vote the leftist ticket, “said 
j Clapp.
Clapp, appointed head of TVA in 
1947, succeeded David Lilienthal. 
A debate similar to present invest­
igation took place when Lilienthal 
was nominated to chairmanship of 
I atomic energy commission.
would have composed the graduat­
ing class of 1972 will be returning 
again next fall for additional yeti 
required for m. a. degree they will 
receive. . . No more b. a. or b. a. 
degrees will be bestowed by La*»» 
rence. . ,
It is hinted that the unique posi­
tion held by present fourth yeav 
class will cause it to be immortalis­
ed in college song and legend as 
“the lost class of ’72”, since a jump 
from '71 to '73 will be unavoidabA 
in change from a four to a. five- 
year schedule. . ,
The aim of the plan is to broad«* 
the intellectual horizons of the in­
dividual student. . . It helps him to 
attain a wider, more workable bael^ 
ground with which to cope more ef­
fectively with a world of ever 
increasing complexity. . . The five- 
year period enables the student to 
specialize to greater advantage Ml 
his chosen field of study. . .
Keypoints of the plan as it is now 
in effect are as follows:
1. Tiie five classes designated 
freshman, sophomore, middl«, jun­
ior and senior, respectively . . .
2. Up to and including the mid­
dle year the student limited to pre­
scribed courses almost exclusively.
. . Freshman studies, a course tai- 
ftltuted in 1945, continued through 
sophomore year and is compuls­
ory . . .  In junior and senior yeavs, 
more flexibility in schedule per­
mitted . . .
3 Senior students not permitted 
leadership in any extra-curricular 
activities . . . Concentrate whole- 
hcaitedly on studies . . . Member­
ship in extra-curriculars not def­
initely prohibited, however . . .
4 Work sanctioned by Lawrence 
is carried on at other colleges and 
universities if it is best interests of 
student . . .  An anthropology major, 
for instance, now permitted to spend 
from three to six months at uni­
versity of arlzona studying indian 
life firsthand . . . Necessary for him 
to make, however, an adequate re­
port to his advising professor upon 
completion of work . . .
That an expanded educational 
program is a decided asset to the tty 
dividual has been demonstrated at 
Newtone college where members of 
class of '69, first class to graduate 
under five-year plan there, werk 
eagerly sought by advanced schooft 
and business organizations . .
Lawrence's large enrollment 
since 1968 is taken by college offi­
cials as vote of confidence in
books by former 
lawrentians are 
listed in library
Included among the new books 
in the library are several volumes 
by former Lawrence students and 
faculty members . . . The books, as 
listed by Mrs. Weekie. head li­
brarian, are: "The life of Theodosea 
Burr” by Richard Current; “Law- 
rence college, its first 125 years” 
by Nathan Pusey; “A criticism of t. 
s eliot" by Howard Troyer; “Songs 
of norway” by Bjorn Endreson:
“Psychiatry and nursing".by Diane 
Bartle; “Abnormal situations" by 
J. Ermel; “Let's all laugh—collec­
tion of jokes” compiled by B. J.
Czirr and Nancy Moran; “The real 
final score” by Warren Beck; “Con­
fessions of a politician” by Bill Bur­
ton; and “My first chance in life’- 
by Bob Eisenach . . .
alumni from long 
ago have picnic
Saturday afternoon, June 10, the 
annual alumni picnic will be held at system . . .
Alexander gym . . . About 1000 ■
alumni are expected . . skits p<>r- M a rg u e r ite  Schum ann
traying college life in days gone by j , .
have been prepared by several ; d lSC U SSeS  t e a c h i n g  a t
alumni groups . . .  i . » i
I» the eve,ling the classe» of m 2 . mortar board party 
19.42, 1947, the centennial class), j Honored guest at annual morlaff 
1902 and 19*iÎ will hold their alum- board smartv party last, week was 
nl dinner in the banquet hall of the, Mjt;s Marguerite Schumann, diree- 
Union . . . President Nathan M. Pu-, (or of mugic nt Hortonville publie 
fey, speaker of the evening, will be schoo]s t Miss Schumann s topl'f 
introduced by toastmaster Lloyd | ff>f th(? pvent entitled »Is teaching 
Lovell, president of class of 1947 . . .
Special decorations have been plan­
ned for this 125th celebration.
Cast resigns fro m  
Law rence  fa c u lty
Acceptance of resignation of Dr.
Gottlobb Cast, professor of German, 
announced recently by the admin­
istration office. . . . Dr. Cast had 
made plans to retire years ago but 
1 was asked to reconsider his deci­
sion due to acute shortage of quali­
fied German instructors. . He 
; has distinction of holding longest
i record of service of any Lawrence 
professor now on staff.
in a tailspin?” . . narrated ex­
periences with the evils of teach­
ing. . .
Guests at party were 100 girle
with 3-polnt averages . . . mortar 
board alumnae, Gloria Davis and 
Hetty Messenger among guests of 
honor at party. . .
While refreshments served Miss 
Schumann entertained the girls 
with humorous incidents that hnve 
taken place during last few years 
at her “reduce with Schuey” salon 
which she operated as a hob­
by. . .
Miss Schumann reported to have 
held conference with professo# 
Walter immediately after party. . •
w i l l  l a w r e n c e  b e  l i k e  th is  in  1 9 7 2 ?
i f  
new quizoscope will eliminate
long, nerve-wracking final exams
L«wr«nce students wilt be reliev­
ed of age-old nerve-wracking final 
•teams that harassed them in past, 
tcoording to president Pusey. . The 
long-awaited blessing will com* in 
Corn of new quizoscope, automatic 
testing device recently Installed and 
perfected at university of edin- 
boroug! . . , The inventors, doctor 
Robert Hunting, professor of elec* 
Ironies at oxford, Lloyd Lovell, m i. 
phd. internationally known psy­
chiatrist, and doctor John Muehl- 
•teiit, brain specialist at pari* mu- 
Oioipai hospital, say that their in­
vention has been tested and found 
reliable and ready for general use 
The quizoscope was found to show 
•  nearly perfect' correlation be­
tween knowledge and answers to 
both ora and written questions. . . 
Vpon being interviewed, president 
Pusey remarked that he consider­
ed It a great improvement over the 
Old-fashioned written exams. . . .
Evant construction details are be­
ing withheld by the inventors Hunt­
ing. Lovell and Muehlstem, but in
greatest advance in teaching since
penoil was invented. < .
Doctor Muehlstein, one of the 
inventors and also one of the out­
standing authorities on human brain 
and its functions, estimates that re­
moval of final exams, with con­
sequent removal of emotional 
strain, will actually increase aver­
age life of college student by sev­
eral years . . .  He maintains that 
severe mental and physical strain 
undergone in many hours of final 
examinations each year seriously 
reduces length of student's life . . . 
Because of this he states that the 
invention will rival the cure for 
cancer in its benefits to so- 
ciety. . .
rock found 
atop new 
art center
“Down with the rock" was the 
campus by-word last week when the 
gencirn. the quizoscope is outgrowth wa® found atop the new art
Of old-tune “lie detector” used 
many year« ago with questionable 
results Present machine is com­
plex maze of devices used to mca- 
suri blood pressure, pulse, perspir­
ation. depth and rapidity of respira- 
Hon .10 ount of oxyuen consumed 
prr M-roMd. :.n<1 most Important of d.MPpMr.m-e in 1948* * HiitMi.tr u Ir luff uhinii/kii nom
hall. . . Rumor has it that it was 
placed there by one of the frater­
nities with the aid of the school hel­
icopter. . .
An exciting past history of the 
rock was revealed last year when 
the rock was discovered - after its
all, the electrical impulses sent 
forth by the cortex and hypothala­
mus. This latter point forms the 
bac kt>onc ot the apparatus, since 
the ratio of amount of cortical ac-! 
tlvltv during concentration to 
amount of emotional excitement as 
measured through hypothnlamic ac- ' 
fivity Is the fundamental factor in 
dariving a raw score for knowl- |
during a prom king eleciiou cam­
paign. . .
It was not heard of again until its 
upheaval last year at Ripon college. 
. . . It was dug up during the raz­
ing of Ripon college and brought 
back to the Lawrence campus to 
serve a* a cornerstone for proposed 
library. . . However the night be­
fore dedication of cornerstone the 
rock was suddeuly spirited away 
once again. . . It was discoverededgv Thl* raw score is modifieds .. .. l i t  . . u ir t«K«uu, i tt?* untu cin i
?  . i'0. l  r .uP «ySl(il0*,r f'*C,r  during last summer and kept under tes ci 1 0 givf« the final suy e. . . B e- ji^k  and j^ey until after freshman 
eous. «11 Individuals differ in de- Olientatlon w, ok laSt faU >
emotional ior ^ e new pr9(n ca,npnt thegree of constitutional
at.thilit}, tie  inventors have pro- has found itself in, dean Du-
rid e . o cm.neractmg control de- Shane has announced that it will re-
Vice which u l e into ¡main atop the a it hall until the cor-Beutrnll/es th* effect Of nai vmii I 
•tra! before tcbf begins nei voua »erstone ceremony is definitely de­cided upon.in  JUUrtj — •
b>< wÄiHemW df nthrH -¡r|tì»A.r,IL S- (¡n :eUA#|
s tudents  in  u m o  class . , M a rk  » ' « S W 0 ' *  ** F i n i s h e d
Ing “on a curve." a necessity . . .
Another Use for quizoscope is in 
determine (ton of knowledge and 
teaching abilities of new profes­
sors seeking admission to teaching 
etafT . . Unless applicant can 
reach certain minimum score he 
is-ill not be hired . . . Present 
Instructors say invention will be 
boon to teaching and probably
Construction on sidewalk from 
Ormsby to College avenue will be 
terminated when last flag-stone is 
set into place Saturday morning at 
nine o'clock. Tradition of having 
each student-body president add 
one stone to the thoroughfare was 
begun in 1947 by new student- 
prexy.
Darling makes money
Dr Stephen Darling, professor of 
Chemistry, announced today that 
Ills perfume industry is paying div­
idends of eight percent this year. 
. . . Dr. Darling started the now 
f3 0 0 ,000 .000  industry about fifteen 
»ears ago by selling stock among 
pis female students. , . .
Brown finds remedy
Dr. Relis Brown, professor of bi­
ology. has found a remedy for white 
rat allergy. He would not furnish 
details until publication ot his own 
report next week 
Dr. Brown has spent most of his 
past twenty-five years in search of 
a cure for this irritating disease 
1 which is akin to hav fever.
Walter gives three hour speech 
on joy of mental adventure
that the Joy of 
must be rare, 
who can appre- 
orditiarv educa-
Professor George B Walter, pres­
ident of the newl) organized Law­
rence institute for secondary edu­
cation. spoke last night before sev­
eral hundred Lawrence education 
gtaduates . . .  In a speech of three 
hours' duration, professor Walter 
g tve his thoughts on the education­
al procedure of past yean 
Those attending found that they 
*-ere reminded of many pre\ i *us 
lectures. . . .
“It will be said 
mental adventure 
that there are few 
Ciatc it, and that 
tion can take no account ot so aris­
tocratic a good. , . , I do not be­
lieve til 15 . , .
The joy of mental adventure is 
for commoner in the young man 
ond woman than in grown-ups . . . j 
It is rare In later lite because ev­
erythin!: is done to kill i* during 
education. . . .  It remorselessly is 
Checked by teachers who think only 
of examinations, diplomas, and de­
crees. . . From first to last there 
is nothing but one long drudgery 
Of examination tips and textbook 
facts . . . The most intelligent, at 
the ei.d. ate disgusted with learn­
ing. longing only to forgot school 
•nd to escape into a life ot action. 
Men fear thought as they fear
*0thing else on earth—more than uin—more than death . . . Thought
is subversive and revolutionary, de­
structive and terrible; thought is 
merciless to privilege, established 
institutions and comfortable habits | 
, . . thought is indif/et ent to the j 
Well tried wisdom ef (he ages. . . 
Thought looks into the pit of hell 
and is not afraid. It sees man, a 
feeble speck, surrounded by un­
fathomable depths of silence; yet it 
bears itself proudly, as unmoved as I 
if it was Lord of the universe . .
The wish to preserve the past 
rather than the hope of creating 
the future dominates the minds of 
those who control the teaching of 
the young. . . . Education should 
not aim at a passive awareness of 
the dead facts but at an activity 
directed towards the world that our 
efforts are to create. . . .  It should 
be inspired, not be a regretful han­
kering after the extinct beauties ot 
Greece and the Renaissance, but by 
a shining vision of the society that 
is to be. ot the triumphs that 
thought will achieve in the time to 
come, and of the ever widening 
horizon of man's survey over the 
umv erse.”
In addition to Professor Walter. 
Mrs David Smith, president of the 
Colorado music teachers' association 
i and Mr. William Burton, president 
of oberlin college, spoke . . . This 
was the first meeting of the in­
stitute . •
science hall noticed
Science hall, which collapsed in 
1670, was reported in a book pub­
lished this week by prentice-hall 
to have been the best example of 
German-Roccoco • Flemish rennais- 
sance architecture ever existing in 
america. . . The book’s author is 
J. Alfred Prufrock. leading u. s. ar­
chitect. . .
The building, erected in 1898, was 
supposed to have been remodeled 
when the collapse occurred. . ,
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second floor of 
library is being 
remodeled now
Since the administration office 
moved into main hall, extensive re­
modeling changed entire second 
floor of libe building. . .
The floor has been remodeled into 
reading rooms, special collection 
cases, and meeting rooms. . . One 
of the most interesting collections is 
the W. F. Raney history collection 
featuring Mr. Toynbee's twelve vol­
ume work, “A study of history” . , . 
Both the international relations club 
and its sister organization, inter-
ptanetary relations olub. have been
provided with adequate room to 
meet and house their collections ot 
books. . . The dramatic club, sun* 
rise, formerly sunset, also has a new 
meeting room. . . The foreign lan* 
guage clubs, french, german, span* 
ish, russian, Chinese, and esperanto  ^
have a large comfortable room. . .
The remaining space will be de* 
voted to a newspaper and periodi­
cal reading room and a current fic­
tion reading room. . .
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CHESTERFIELD'S MILD COOl 
FLAVOR GIVES ME
COMPLETE SMOKING 
SATISFACTION.“
«0.STABBINO WITH INORID BBBOMAN IN
“ A r c h  o f  T r i u m p h "
B N T a a r a is s  s t u d io  s c b b a t  m o t io n  f ic t u b b
OF BBIGN M A R I*  BBM ABQUB’S CBBAT NO VB b
rAVS Chesterfield
ALL OVER A M E R I C A  — C H E S T E R F I E L D  I S  T O P S !
C«pyr'Shl 194/, a  M»ut Tmacco O*
